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muscular bulk and power force. Activities that combine conscious breathing with bodily
exercise are
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Page:  7

proper use of power. The hidden knowledge became the Forbidden Knowledge, denied us
until

Page:  43

time have the power of choice and the power of creation within the boundaries

choice and the power of creation within the boundaries of the Seed of Consciousness.

Page:  49

you are drawing power from the Sun to energize the Symbol Halo · around

Page:  51

early adulthood great power of manifestation was achieved. The practice is not intended to

Page:  52

another level of power, rights and responsibilities toward the evolution of the planet.
Connecting

the knowledge and power of the Shields for only a few who presented themselves

of knowledge and power ·only as you show that you are able to

Page:  53

discover aspects of power, love and wisdom the likes of which you have not
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Uses our visualization power (b) Uses our psychic thoughts (c) Goes beyond

Page:  15

used crystal generating power to open the 5th dimensional level. They had a Stargate

Page:  17

c) That our power comes from outside of ourselves. (d) B & C

Page:  18

to reclaim your power to create joy. Am I acting responsibly or am I

Page:  21

a sense of power. Kind, nurturing, and assertive. 5. P1iests of UR Guardian Alliance

Page:  34

of being in power. They are simply units of consciousness that can be used

Page:  60

for acquisition of power to prevent pain and create personal pleasure. The Illuminati are

Page:  70

for acquisition of power to prevent pain and create personal pleasure. The Illuminati are

Page:  86

You have the power within to "unbother yourself" to restore joy, without violating

Page:  87

them of their power to create joy. Am I "dumping my stuff"" on

Page:  97

to give your power away to anyone. Learn to respect your own majesty and
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form of SCALAR POWER. The patterns of scalar energy frequency that thought projects into

Page:  2

utilize the inherent power of SUBTLE WAVE FORMS to create desired change within the

and Symbol possess power as MATHEMATICALLY ENCODED directors of scalar frequency; the
ultimate effect

of this directed power is the ability to affect the scalar arrangements of the

further amplify one"s power to interact with the Manifestation Template. Along with the
techniques

Page:  3

to explore the power of sound vibration and the connection between sound, symbol and

massive amounts of power became the "HIDDEN AND FORBIDDEN SACRED KNOWLEDGE".
The COLORS,

Page:  4

due to the power of interdimensional freedom and conscious manifestation that could be
obtained

ethical use of power. Certain SONGS are now being slowly returned, so that we

Page:  5

TRUST- Knowing the Power and Love of the ALL-ONE-ness. 7. ACCOUNTABILITY- Being

Page:  6

you that your power lies outside of yourself. At any given moment, you can

placing their personal power and responsibility for manifestation onto externalized sources.
Only you have

you have the power to "upset yourself" . Regardless of what others say

thing has the power to upset you unless you give this power away. Self-

you give this power away. Self-containment comes when one recognizes that the direction

consciously use the power of affirmative attitude, remedial word choice and direct energy re-



have the intrinsic power to help our subcooscious shadow to evolve through loving but

Page:  7

Position of Divine Power, you can go into the world seeking those to whom

Page:  8

of your personal power within the life creation game. SAY THANK YOU to the

Page:  13

has more knowledge, power and comprehension to bring to the art and science of

Page:  53

and Reclaiming Our Power In PART-1 of this program, THE CONTEXT OF HEALING,

beings of limited power to affect a world that is separate from us, to

to reclaim our power to effect desired change within the contours of our lives

Page:  54

within. Knowledge is power if it is applied appropriately. It can be an agent

Page:  60

In recognizing the power of thought as the power of creation of scalar standing-

thought as the power of creation of scalar standing-wave grids, we can begin

to apply that power effectively in regeneration of the Kathara Holographic Template, by
directing

Page:  120

using our creative power of scalar-grid manifestation (thoughts and mental images are

Page:  129

add FORCE AND POWER to our Morphogenetic Recoding Process by opening the PLANETARY
810-

Page:  145

spectrum adds greater power and skill to the healing facilitation process. Unlike many other

Page:  198

internal conflicts and power struggle issues and intentional application of kindness and
mindfulness .

Page:  199

the form of POWER STRUGGLE with others. Personalities trapped within cycles of
subconscious self-



hold their own power, even in the face of client disapproval. Tough Love is

Page:  201

sense of personal power and purpose for being. People who actively know the intrinsic

Page:  204

Silver Rod of Power that will enable you to more quickly evolve to your

Page:  249

greatly amplify the power of the K-RRT and Signet Council group. There are

Page:  262

quality, amount and power of interdimensional frequency we are capable of receiving,
holding and

Page:  272

Moment of Creation Power" for the "manifest" conscious identity. It exists at the

Page:  274

of freedom, love, power and knowledge that await Human re-discovery, we must first

Page:  281

sentience, intelligence, wisdom, power, Will and LOVE of Source can freely express through
the

Page:  288

the more frequency power you build within the body and the stronger your link

Page:  292

my Eternal Divine Power, I shall render Divine Intention only, through which the All

Love, Wisdom and Power that is MINE .. . to express now AS this

Page:  293

Now, by the Power of the Universal Christos, Mah"·ah 81-Vec"TI UN

=by the power oD (Bi-Vec"ti = Universal Christos) Mah"-ah Bl-
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heritage and our power to set our evolution back

Page:  7

often surrenders personal power and the responsibility for consequences over to some
designated authority

more common, personal power will not be subjugated and the dangers which exist in

Page:  8

through some Mystical Power Organizations since ancient times. Assessment: The Secret
Government represents a

Page:  12

science wisdom and power brought in through the New Age, because it would require

to DENY the power of multi-dimensional consciousness, and so stand in resistance to

not fear its power, we can likewise learn to modulate our consciousness and vibration

use our personal power to heal our personal and collective Shadows. As long as

us for our power, but once /2

Page:  13

·e and power-struggle with that counter-force. Unity Consciousness represents the Healing

peace, joy and power. 13

Page:  14

and reclaiming your power. 2. Mind Control, Remote Viewing, Secret Government Frenzy and
the

Page:  18

can reclaim our power to survive these changes if we become self-reliant, learn

Page:  28

will gain the power to protect ourselves, and others, from detrimental influences from within
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joy, wisdom and power of the universe would literally open up within you. I

Page:  26

food with the power of the Holy Spirit". Imagine golden light entering into the

Page:  27

to realize the power each individual possesses to directly affect conditions within the body-

really considering the power that exists within the wave spectra we perceive as sound.

There is much power in thought and within the spoken word, for these attributes

consciousness have the power to create morphogenetic field alterations. This Exercise, and
the 2

we use our power of sound to create healing and accelerate evolution, through directly

Page:  28

light, truth and power -I carry the will of the Original ONE through

Page:  39

using its conscious power to activate the dormant DNA strands that will allow the

direct the creative power as the conscious mind expands to become the ordering and

Page:  64

time have the power of choice and the power of creation, within the boundaries

choice and the power of creation, within the boundaries of the seed of consciousness.

Page:  69

the nature and power of the contours of the mind. Thoughts are things, in
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and corrupt human power elite, the teachings of every traditional religious belief system on

Page:  38

of corrupt human power elite and Fallen Angelic visitors. Each time the Azurites offer
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Page:  12

and agility, losing power, until the time came when they could no longer tolerate

Page:  16

great advances in power, economic strategies, and healing modalities will be given at an

the quest for power. To the "common" people, please see these frailties of

you give your power. They are like children playing with dangerous toys. Individuals, have

Page:  23

individual citizens the power to better direct their own lives, their health, their economic

Page:  24

within positions of power need to learn this simple lesson. It is the gift

Page:  27

They have the power through these mechanics to literally create mass hallucinations. We do

Page:  40

originally possessed great power and knowledge. As the genetic digression continued
distortions in their

and misuse of power was prevalent. Tara"s resources and other life forms were more

Page:  41

and suppress the power and wisdom held within the female form and consciousness. Through

Page:  42

forces of great power that do not wish this plan to succeed. If humans

species equal in power and greater in knowledge than those who wish to misuse

Page:  53

from their central power source. Their species became disconnected from the Soul Matrix.
THE

Page:  58



the pursuit of power and domination. And it is because of their involvement and

quest for world power. These humans think nothing of betraying their own people (

Page:  62

Interior"s greed for power. They are helping to orchestrate the utilization of holographic
inserts

eventually have the power to "scramble" selected human brain wave patterns, thereby
blocking

Page:  63

not have the power to successfully ward off the Zeta through force. The planet

Page:  66

"thrust" or power contained within its particles. The matter forms within such a

Page:  72

may illustrate the power of the holographic insert to persuade human perception. 72

Page:  74

salvation," protection and power will come through awareness, not through subjugation of
self to

freedoms, joys and power shared by many within the universe, realize the time has

Page:  75

who possessed the power to reclaim the Earth territories. The Electric Wars began when

pure beings" of power and awareness. Some refer to them as the "Solar

Page:  76

to "re-power" their diminishing Soul Matrices. The soul families agreed to allow

Page:  80

sound have great power at their disposal, much greater than you can imagine. Sound

Page:  84

to disown personal power, to deny your perceptions and to perpetually distract yourselves
from

who had the power to hold your divinity for you. You were led to

Page:  88

other in a power struggle, rather than uniting them in co-creative partnership as

and the petty power struggles they breed, you will not know what freedom is.



Page:  89

a "higher power" and substitute "hero worship" of authority figures for a

Page:  90

Emotion, and Intuition power to "stop this nightmare" before it goes any further-

Page:  91

the technology or power to dismantle the Soul Matrix families of a large collective.

Page:  93

the advantages of power and knowledge provided by their Zeta 93

Page:  94

Intuition cohorts, their power to manipulate would be diminished. They would remain,
continuing their

the people reclaim power within their governments and begin to create the social and

Page:  96

Emotion contained a power, which seemed to possess a "life of its own."

own." This "power of emotion" was perceived as a threat to the developing

this "mysterious power" under conscious direction. In the early days, when the 12

Page:  97

through time. Great power and awareness is stored within these latent code particles, and

it is this power that the maturing intellect sensed as it began to observe

"logical" reasoning power you presently use to decipher reality, but that logic used

Page:  101

and fearing the power of your emotions will not promote healing. It will cause

Page:  102

You have more power, more awareness and more responsibility toward the conscious
evolution of

You have the power within you to succeed beyond your wildest dreams, to experience

Page:  103

you have the power to command the fulfillment of your evolution. Only you have

Page:  110

overthrow the Zeta power holdings. The Zeta were reduced to a "working-class"

no increase in power output or source materials. The waste materials would appear to



being intensified in power, or radioactivity. And your technologies are light years away from

Page:  111

were removed from power. 111

Page:  112

structures grow in power. Presently they do not possess the power or knowledge held

not possess the power or knowledge held by the fourth-dimensional adjacent system. Most

Page:  113

owning your personal power." You are not empowered, but rather dis-empowered, as these

to reclaim that power, access those hidden programs and attain sovereignty over those
hidden

Page:  114

be afraid of power, and to fear your ability to handle it wisely. Emotion

wisely. Emotion is power, and so it is expected that within this program you

access to greater power and knowledge. And you are taught to negate, fear, devalue,

your own innate power to create change or to spend time exploring the vast

project your personal power outward onto other people or circumstances. From birth you are

Page:  115

they hold your power) or to fight your way through the system to make

forcibly reclaim your power). Sacrifice the self, serve others, work hard, make more, buy

you had the power to change the program and make better, healthier idea choices.

separation, segregation and power struggle? Does it allow you to love and honor yourselves

Page:  117

the knowledge and power of holographic and portal mechanics. The Zeta and the Ranthia

Page:  180

corruption of the power-elite within human governments in the ancient world, Christianity
was

Page:  181

and demonstrate its power; so that we, as the Guardian Christiac Angelic Race that

Page:  190

destroyed by human power elite organizations operating under Fallen Angelic Legion
influence. The true



of the true power of the Inner Christ t-eachings and eager for "

Page:  191

transference of personal power to, externalized personifications of Gods, saviors and deities,
was, and

we have the power to serve as healing agents within this conflict, if we

Page:  192

Message of the power known as God. The unfolding drama will force the hand

Page:  193

awaken the wisdom, power, freedom and love of the Angelic Human Christed Soul. It

love, strength, courage, power, inherent wisdom and intrinsic purity that lives within the
Angelic
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Title : Beyond the Veils (Transcript)
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Keywords :

Page:  5

planet, but the power of Oraphim together, and using their energies in a focused

Page:  8

have lost our power because of this-we have created a world of sickness

fully embrace the power and the knowing of our Eternal Selves. So in the

Page:  9

to get your power back. You are power-less, and therefore, all those people

back. You are power-less, and therefore, all those people you"re trying to help

to have enough power to help even yourself If you put you first, because,

Page:  10

to reclaim our power. And we can do it simply by realizing we have

we have the power of choice, in every moment In every moment I Because

Page:  20

and reclaim your power and your eternal Self and your family, let it move

stripping of your power and a total stripping of your will. You can"t change

Page:  21

feeling of your power being stripped from you because now the karmic pattern is

Page:  29

ever give your power to anybody but your own Self on each level, and
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and surrender our power to some unseen almighty authority, in order to EARN our

Page:  13

We possess the power to change both Primary Causal Agents that block our Eternal
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Page:  3

39 Reclaiming Your Power ...... .. .............................................................. 41 Realizing Your
Role As an Empowered

Page:  11

and corrupt human power elite, the teachings of every traditional religious belief system on

Page:  25

of corrupt human power elite and Fallen Angelic visitors. Each time the Azurites offer

Page:  51

THE "SUPREME POWER" • AMPLIFIED MALE-DOMINION CREED BY ALTERING THE ADAM·

Page:  52

TO HAVE A POWER DEVICE FROM ATLANTIAN TIMES. • CHURCH OF ROME, POPE
INNOCENT

Page:  54

CONFLICTS OVER GOD, POWER AND PLANETARY CONTROL BETWEEN THE HUMAN MASSES.
• THE STELLAR

Page:  73

RECLAIMING YOUR POWER THE TANGIBLE REALITY OF YOUR SPIRITUAL IDENTITY •
REMEMBERING THE

TO RECLAIM YOUR POWER AS AN EMBODIED ETERNAL CONSCIOUSNESS. • EMBRACE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO

POSSESSED. RECLAIMING YOUR POWER 41

Page:  74

HOLD YOUR OWN POWER OF DECISION AND AUTHORITY OVER YOUF EVOLUTIONARY
DESTINY. LEARN TO

Page:  76

WITHIN THEM THE POWER AND DORMANT SPIRITUAL (HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS)
WISDOM TO HANDLE CONTAC



Page:  91

TO DISOWN PERSONAL POWER AND "WORSHIP" EO CONTACTS AS "GODS" ETC. THEY

Page:  111

You have the power within to "unbother yourself" to restore joy, without violating

them of their power to create joy. Am I "dumping my stuff" on

Page:  112

to reclaim your power to create joy. Am I acting responsibly or am I
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Keywords :

Page:  1

a group of power people, most of them from the U.S., a few

knovvedge or the power to do that all by themselves. But there are forces

Page:  3

agendas that were power hungry and then abused other life forms. So, there are

Page:  5

they have no power at all down here. They are the ones that get

Page:  7

We have the power to do that, to give the planet more and more.

on all the power bases of the Illuminati families.) You know what? You"re right!
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Keywords :

Page:  19

some of the power. It"s not as much as having one that was anchored

Page:  27

they are? other"s power and strength through the love Because even if you are,
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Page:  34

Ley Lines. Main Power Sites. • Ley Lines: Smaller, gently pulsating single energy lines

Tonal Lines. Secondary Power Sites. • Vortices: Cones of spiraling energy that are connected

Page:  40

have the innate power to override and reprogram our "Fight or Flight" Response

Page:  48

onto your own power. 10. Use Telepathic Rapporl instead of "Channeling"- telepathic
communication

of projecting personal power outside of yourself. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented

Page:  50

HOLD YOUR OWN POWER OF DESCISION AND AUTHORITY OVER YOUR EVOLUTIONARY
DESTINY. LEARN TO

Page:  51

WITHIN THEM THE POWER AND DORMANT SPIRITUAL (HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS)
WISDOM TO HANDLE CONTACT

Page:  52

TO DISOWN PERSONAL POWER AND "WORSHIP" EO CONTACTS AS "GODS" ETC. THEY
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in searches)
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Keywords :
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of the gentle power and spiritual strength of the "Body Kryst". The MCEO

Page:  15

the corrupt political power elite of the times, as so often has happened historically
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of corrupt human power elite and Fallen Angelic visitors. Each time the Azurites offer

Page:  11

internal conflicts and power struggle issues and intentional application of kindness and
mindfulness. Presented

Page:  12

sense of personal power and purpose for being. People who actively know the intrinsic

Page:  13

the form of POWER STRUGGLE with others. Personalities trapped within cycles of
subc~mscious

hold their own power, even in the face of client disapproval. Tough Love is

Page:  18

imbued with the Power of Creation; our choices are the tools by which our

Page:  19

use their inherent power of free choice to create loving, fearless, empowered experiential
fulfillment

its opposite. The power of Free Will choice can simply be used to acknowledge

give your personal power of creation and self· generated "salvation" away to

personal Inner Christos power are as follows: External "God" Personifications, "Saviors", "

have more worthiness, power or wisdom than our own presently "sleeping" Inner Christos.

dictates of elitist power figures whose own empowerment is derived from keeping our power

from keeping our power under their control. Without the masses who worship and obey

they siphon their power, their money,· their armies and their adoration, elitist power

their adoration, elitist power figures do not even possess enough personal power to
adequately

possess enough personal power to adequately help themselves; they have no more and no

embrace the Eternal Power of the Inner Christos. Loving, reverent respect is unconditional,



and

Page:  20

Respect, Reverence and Power, as the living examples of the Christos Manifest, that Angelic

with my personal power, discover and embrace it within myself or surrender it elsewhere

own inner spiritual power and wisdom, or are they seducing me to believe that

follow an external power source to save me?, and finally, "If I believe

Page:  22

form of SCALAR POWER. The patterns of scalar energy frequency that thought projects into

Page:  23

utilize the inherent power of SUBTLE WAVE FORMS to create desired change within the

and Symbol possess power as MATHEMATICALLY ENCODED directors of scalar frequency; the
ultimate effect

of this directed power is the ability to affect the scalar arrangements of the

further amplify one"s power to interact with the Manifestation Template. / Along with the

Page:  24

to explore the power of sound vibration and the connection between sound, symbol and

massive amounts of power became the "HIDDEN AND FORBIDDEN SACRED KNOWLEDGE".
The COLORS,

Page:  25

due to the power of interdimensional freedom and conscious manifestation that could be
obtained

ethical use of power. Certain SONGS are now being slowly returned, so that we

Page:  49

races and human power elite since the 9558 BC destruction of the Atlantian Islands.

Page:  54

relationship to this power. The COT-Plates also include Creation and Ascension mechanics
and

Page:  74

and giving our power to externalized personifications of false control agenda god lets, will

manifest the divinity, power, reverence and love that IS the nature of Universal Order

Page:  81

have full conscious power over physical manifestation and de-manifestation, allowing them
adaptability to



Page:  85

Set has the power to override and redirect the 11th Signet Set to which

Set, have the power to override and redirect the 8th Signet Set to which

entrusted with the power to remote activate the 12 Star Gates of the Universal

Page:  92

have the greatest power, and thus the dimension-12 Star Gate-12 naturally possesses

possesses overriding directional power over the 11 Star Gates below its placement in
frequency.

Page:  97

will lose their power and influence within our experientially manifest present and future. In

"point of power is always in the present". Past and future Time Vectors

we have the power to literally shift our present Time Vector alignment into an

present moment of power). Once the remembered and evidential past is incorporated into the

possess the inherent power to create desired manifest experience, this personal power is
always

experience, this personal power is always tempered and directly influenced by the larger
frequency-

Page:  110

of the MAIN POWER GENERATOR TEMPLES, through which global free energy systems and
Star

Page:  150

positions of political power within the global arena, launching continuing campaigns of
disinformation, historical

rising to covert power in Europe and various other regions, Galactic Federation and the

Page:  155

races into political power within the Ionian Empire of Italy, deposing Angelic Human Tribe-

Page:  179

the bluish-white power to a whitish-yellow-gray hue. The tangible residue left

harvest" the Celesmaic Power from an average of 12 victims, and use the artificially

Page:  180

these cases, Celestron Power would remain on the dead body after the consciousness passed

whitish-yellow-gray power was most valuable when "fresh", as it would soon

Though the Celestron Power did not have the strength to induce DNA Strand Braiding



yellow-gray Celestron Power haNested soon after death became known as "White Gold-

Page:  181

"owns the power"; you do not. We are all capable of reclaiming our

Page:  197

surrendering their personal power to the false security of "angelic" and "ascended

handing your personal power and responsibility for your evolution over to some force outside

can achieve such power to create literal "soul rape" of humans is that

Page:  205

giving them Templar Power to fulfill OWO agenda. These texts became known as "

Page:  208

by the Necromiton power elite. Some of Enoch"s early translations of the COT ·

Page:  210

a countermovement for power. This group, which became known as the "Knights Templar",

and other Religiouspolitical power organizations who adopted the Nicaean Creed spread their
dogma and

and exploit the power of the unsuspecting human masses. • If we can understand

Page:  227

to create sufficient power to link Falcon-Phoenix Wormholes and all APIN systems, as

Page:  234

sentience, intelligence, wisdom, power, Will and LOVE of Source can freely express through
the

Page:  240

Moment of Creation Power" for the "manifest" conscious identity. It exists at the

Page:  247

the more frequency power you build within the body and the stronger your link

Page:  250

my Eternal Divine Power, I shall render Divine Intention only, through which the All

Love, Wisdom and Power that is MINE ... to express now AS this moment,

Page:  251

Now, by the Power of the Universal Christos, Mah"-ah 81-Vec"TI UN UR"-



= by the power on (Bi-Vec"ti = Universal Christos) Mah"-ah BI-
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Keywords :

Page:  3

to find their power, they could start to find their love and they could

Page:  6

stay in our power ... and we will focus our energy not on what

is where your power is. Bring it horne, the power is yours. The power

it horne, the power is yours. The power comes partially from recognizing that it

is yours. The power comes partially from recognizing that it is your responsibility to

to take that power and to say: "Either I am going to give

Here take my power ... run me around by the nose", because that is

you want your power back, you simply say: "I will own my hologram



File : 2002_DanceForCommonHandbook_scan.pdf
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Inner Throne of Power Activating the Density-2 Azurite Crystal and Amoraea Flame Level-

Page:  6

Inner Throne of Power 179-181 (Amoraea Flame Activation Level-1) Notes: Shadow

the Throne of Power (Activating the Density-2 Azurite Crystal and the Amoraea

Page:  7

With ness": Personas, Power Nodes and Divine Self Expression Nodes, Tangents, Logi & Atmi,

Page:  9

the corrupt political power elite of the times, as so often has happened historically

Page:  22

Now, by the Power of the Universal Christos, Mah"-ah 81-Vec"TI UN UR"

= by the power oD (BI-Vec"TI = Universal Christos) Mah"-ah BI-

Page:  39

Moment of Creation Power"" for the "manifest" conscious identity. It exists at the

Page:  44

sentience, intelligence, wisdom, power, Will and LOVE of Source can freely express through
the

Page:  57

the more frequency power you build within the body and the stronger your link

Page:  70

TRUST- Knowing the Power and Love of the ALL-ONE-ness. 7. ACCOUNTABILITY- Being

Page:  72

universal "Higher Power"" presence and intelligence that we may choose to call "

Page:  98



of the MAIN POWER GENERATOR TEMPLES, through which global free energy systems and
Star

Page:  120

you that your power lies outside of yourself. At any given moment, you can

placing their personal power and responsibility for manifestation onto externalized sources.
Only you have

you have the power to "upset yourself". Regardless of what others say or

thing has the power to upset you unless you give this power away. Self

you give this power away. Self containment comes when one recognizes that the direction

consciously use the power of affirmative attitude, remedial word choice and direct energy re-

have the intrinsic power to help our subconscious shadow to evolve, through loving but

Page:  121

Position of Divine Power, you can go into the world seeking those to whom

Page:  122

of your personal power within the life creation game. SAY "THANK YOU" to

Page:  173

"THRONE OF POWER" Activating the Density-2 Azurite Crystal & the Amoraea Flame

"Throne of Power" to activate within the Thymus Gland. Activation of the Azurite

"Throne of Power". The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO

Page:  174

"THRONE OF POWER" Activating the Density-2 Azurite Crystal and the Amoraea Flame

n•>o of Power" O.LOck:~~~~~~E::t~ ~ ac.iiva tion The MCEO

Page:  176

Inner Throne of Power • Amoraea Level • 3 Flame Body Technique 7: Azurite

Page:  180

Inner Throne of Power" (Amoraea Flame Activation Level-1) Purpose: To create a

its naturally intended power as co-director and healer of the sub-conscious forces.

"Throne of Power", the Center Point of the embodied Ecka God-Seed, through

Page:  181

"Throne of Power" directly into the 3-D world now; you ARE the

point of eternal power and love you can heal all, understand all, love all,

Truth, Love and Power. 5. INHALE deeply, drawing Maharic Current up again to the



STORE OF ETERNAL POWER AND LOVE, ANY HEALING THAT YOU MAY REQUIRE". After
mentally

"Throne of Power", sending the gift of love and healing to all dis-

MY THRONE OF POWER". EXHALE forcefully and FEEL your entire body, every atom, every

Page:  182

"Throne of Power" back into its home station within the AzurA in the

FEEL the LOVING POWER that lives always now within you. In times of stress,

Page:  192

Ego"s notice. This power can be harnessed by the D- 3 Ego mind while

the "Higher Power". of its own higher dimensional stations of identity, the Ego

Page:  193

own co-creative power in manufacturing the mass hologram through intentional or
unintentional thought
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Inner Throne of Power" (Technique-4 Amoraea Flame Activation Level-1) and its

"Throne of Power" Azurite Crystal. 1. After completing Technique-1 (or following

your Internal Christos Power Base as a living wave of consciousness that is now

and Figment Attachment POWER CENTERS. Imagine the Attachment Power Centers as Small,
Shiny Black

Imagine the Attachment Power Centers as Small, Shiny Black Spheres resembling "Polished
Coal"

which the Attachment Power Centers orbit is the D-1.75 "Heart of Anubis"

Page:  195

"Throne of Power". 4. INHALE another Maharic Breath up and into the Maharic

Page:  205

responsible. The "Power Center" of Elemental, Figment and Shadow Dancer Attachments is
the

connected. The Attachment Power Centers are as follows: • Density-1-the "4th

Page:  206

Shadow Dancer Attachment Power Centers link to the D-2 aspect of the Density-

Page:  207

Inner Throne of Power" (Technique-4 Amoraea Flame Activation Level-1) and its

"Throne of Power" Azurite Crystal and requires recent (within 12 hours) release



Page:  210

"THRONE OF POWER" Activating the Density-2 Azurite Crystal and the Amoraea Flame

"Throne of Power" to activate within the Thymus Gland. Activation of the Azurite

"Throne of Power". The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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Inner Throne of Power" (Technique-4 Amoraea Flame Activation Level-1) should be
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"Throne of Power", within the Azurite Flame, inside of the Azurite Crystal Sphere.
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Umbi, releases the Power of the Eiros Flame within the E-Umbi Point. 13.
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Now, by the Power of the Universal Christos, Mah"-ah 81-Vec"TI UN UR"

= by the power oD (BI-Vec"TI = Universal Christos) Mah"-ah 81-

Page:  226

Linguistic Template Reprogramming Power Grid I am loved, honored and protected, ..... safe
within

Page:  227

Linguistic Template Reprogramming Power Grid Inner Christos here within me ... I appeal to

and COMMAND the power that is mine .... I COMMAND THEE, SHADOW DANCER ...

my Inner Christos power ... I lovingly release you ... Now, ... always ...

moment after, Any power you have stolen here, or that I have given thee.

HEAL WITH LOVING POWER ... THE LONG-FORGOTTEN ME, THAT ANCIENT HOSTAGE
SHADOW-SELF,

Page:  230

to strengthen the power of the Arc, and later the Blue Sword, so that
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Sun" LTR·Power Grid out loud at least one time to activate corresponding

this L TR Power grid can be used at any time to anchor the

Page:  246

"Throne of Power" Azur-A Point at the base of the Thymus Gland.



Page:  247

to the Sacred Power of my personal inner Christos, awakening the Spark of the

Page:  248

Christos Avatar identity power a genuine vibration of gentle, nonjudgmental, unconditional
LOVE for the

Page:  250

"Throne of Power", the Center Point of the embodied Ecka God-Seed, through

"Throne of Power" directly into the 3-D world now; you ARE the

point of eternal power and The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
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"Throne of Power" back into its home station within the Azur-A in

Page:  255

"Withness": Personas, Power Nodes, and Divine Self-Expression The questionnaire herein
represents the

to "personal power relationships" and the "competitive" frequency expressions associated
with these.

Page:  258

personal, Multi-dimensional, power. • The Primary Capstone Tone through which the Personal
Shields

Lessons in Personal Power Management one is presently "exploring". Determination of your
Christiac

internalisation of personal power • Directing Energy and "Power" inward • Management of

Energy and "Power" inward • Management of personal energy and hence management of
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externalised, (Christiac) power expression • Managing Group Energy and managing self,
within Group
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» Questionnaire Personas. Power Nodes. and Divine Self-Expression The questionnaire herein
represents the

to "personal power relationships" and the "competitive" frequency expres~ions associated
with

Page:  267

Withness Questionnaire PERSONASand POWER NODES ANALYSIS ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
QUICKLY ... DO NOTHING BUT



Page:  269

the correct "Power Node" (PN) Groups, indicated by corresponding question numbers along

Page:  275

Withness" Personas & Power Nodes (Questionnaire) The questionnaire used during the
"Contact"

relationships with personal power, from a 3D perspective, albeit limited to the "4

resumption in personal power expression relates, usually, to movement in triangle 2, and to

realization of the power that is yours. However, the boundary formed by the ego

Page:  276

to master personal power and relationship with the outer world. You have learned to

creative use of power and responsibility. With care and continued persistence Victory is in

Page:  277

Christos Principle. Addictions: Power, drugs, self-delusion I dishonesty; Goal: Transformation;
Fear: Evil I

Christos; Virtue: Personal power. PN 10 "Greater or Lesser Tyrant" But tyrant nevertheless.

such positions of power. This behavior The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by

Page:  278

hand. Addictions: Control, power, co-dependencies; Goal: Order; Fear: Chaos; Issue: Find
constructive use

constructive use of power; Response: Take full responsibility for your life; Virtue:
Responsibility discipline.

acquisition of external power and authority, and familiarity with its destructive uses, on every
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Alanian experimentation with power generation through Tara"s planetary core. The Lumians
petitioned assistance from

high within the power hungry Alanian elite. The Alanians employed subterranean grid
technologies in

Page:  4

Solar Initiates the power struggle between Sirian Anunnaki and Elohim/Sirian Council-loyal
Sirian

and through this power struggle planet Tara was almost destroyed. Ur- Tarranates, Mu and

Initiates were misusing power in a way that would result in the implosion ofTara"s

from misusing the power of the planetary core. Small wars within the local galactic

years ago the Power-generator Crystals deep underground in Alania exploded, due to the

Initiates" misuse of power from Tara"s planetary core. This created a chain reaction of

Page:  32

aggressive misuse of power for materialistic gain had culminated in the cataclysm of Tara

guardianship of the power of the Blue Flame 10,000 years ago resulted in the

5 had the power to release the Templar-Axion Seal, and would do so

Page:  43

of using the power within the Earth"s grid to destroy the underground habitats of
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brought large crystalline power generators to Earth as a gift to the Atlantean and

Page:  55

Confederacy to allow power to be drawn from the Blue Flame of Arnenti through

the Covenant. The power of the Blue Flame allowed Atlantean civilization to access
multidimensional

accelerated. Using the power of ET technology the Atlantean and Lemurian cultures thrived.
The

this interstellar passageway power was fed through the Earth"s grid to the Lemurian continent



Page:  58

direct show of power in Egypt and Atlantis. Anunnaki of the Sirian Council visited

to show the power of the Anunnaki united and built upon their Leonine ancestral

Page:  59

they provided the power to reverse gravitational pull and directly affect the particle make-

stone. Through the power of the ankh a tremendous amount of UHF energy was

Page:  60

a nerwork of power points through which energy was drawn from the great crystals

Page:  61

they forced excessive power through one of their main generator crystals, the crystal unit

Page:  62

experimentation and rampant power abuses ensued within Atlantean culture. The Arc of the
Covenant

Page:  64

the common person power over their personal destiny. People who are empowered cannot be

them under their power. What remains today of the ascension teachings is hardly an

objectives of a power elite. Though certain groups were appointed with guardianship of the

to horde this power and knowledge for themselves, but this is precisely what occurred

Page:  65

Council, with the power and knowledge of the Templar in order to serve as

gentleness, tolerance and power through comprehension of sacred energy mechanics and
consciousness embodiment of

Page:  67

encountered as the power struggle between the HU-2 races who upheld the Law

unity consciousness that power struggle will one day come to an end, and peace
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inexhaustible source of power. With the Blue Flame Staff of Amenti under their control,
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proper use of power. But this was only the beginning of the problems humanity

Page:  71



not have the power of the Ankhs, they enabled humans to enter the Inner

Page:  76

through which its power and place within the universe could be understood. 76

Page:  81

instead the true power and beauty of the human races lies within its unity

Page:  85

his seat of power from Thebes to a location in middle Egypt called Tel

certain abuses of power and distortion of the original Templar creed had become prevalent

Page:  88

fearing that the power duel taking place would destroy the Sphere of Amenti. In

the seat of power had been transferred from Akhenaton to his fourth wife Ankhi

Page:  89

transfer of earthly power, but Akhenaton did not live long enough to fulfill this

Page:  90

remove Akhenaton from power brewed heavily within his own legions, promoted primarily by
his

her position and power, pending the validation of the son as heir. The Flame

remove Akhenaton from power to protect Egypt from Akhenaton"s declining rule. In 1353 BC,

Page:  98

needs of the power elite within the evolving political-religious machine. Eventually the
teachings
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Humanity has the power to evolve consciously and thus more rapidly, by learning how

Page:  144

of personal creative power. Thoughts held in the present moment focus of conscious
attention

Page:  146

have the absolute power to change them, by using your present focus of attention

You have the power, in your present moment, to change any thought pattern from

to master this power, for you will train your consciousness to move backward and

Page:  151



Your moment of power is always in 151

Page:  152

to direct your power of manifestation. Prior to learning manifestation skills, you must learn

Page:  161

individual has the power and the responsibility for choosing the path of personal destiny

subjugating your personal power to those hidden forces that would be delighted to control

Page:  176

potential. Knowledge is power; thus we have given the gift of power to those

the gift of power to those who care enough to use this gift wisely.
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of Earth"s electrical power supply and water systems in preparation for implementing their
Frequency

Page:  202

into mass electrical power stations. The phantom pulse will follow the natural flow of

electricity from main power generation plants into all electrical systems drawing power from
those

electrical systems drawing power from those plants, and will thus be transmitted through all

Page:  203

You have the power to stop the Frequency Fence now, by taking command of

Page:  208

Keepers hold the power within their bio-energetic fields to create seventh strand DNA

Page:  222

steps in reclaiming power over your personal genetic code and the evolution of your

rediscover your personal power to become Guardians and directors of your personal path of

your personal energetic power and the path of evolution your consciousness will follow, is

promise. Reclaim your power as co-creators within the universal scheme and use it
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retain your personal power in the face of traumatic events. If you do not

victim-hood. Your power lies in the choices you make each moment, in the

Page:  225

a spontaneous neighborhood power blackout, orchestration of an eerie syncopated light



display and mysterious

Page:  233

everything in their power to enslave the Anunnaki species as an "expendable tool"

Page:  238

away any personal power you might posses to heal the condition. Healing comes from

Page:  243

humanity holds the power to see this thing through to a peaceful outcome of

Page:  244

a show of power through orchestrating a mass contact drama to warn humans of

has a hidden power within the DNA Template, through which the innate Planetary Star

Page:  246

projection of personal power onto some "Guru, God, Angel or channel" outside of

Page:  248

inadvertently placed your power, your free-will mode of thinking, your potential for true

Page:  256

have full conscious power over physical manifestation and de-manifestation, allowing them
adaptability to

Page:  262

Set has the power to override and redirect the 11thSignet Set to which the

Page:  263

Set, have the power to override and redirect the 8th Signet Set to which

entrusted with the power to remotely activate the 12 Star Gates of the Universal

Page:  266

have the greatest power, and thus the dimension-12 Star Gate-12 naturally possesses

possesses overriding directional power over the 11 Star Gates below its placement in
frequency.

Page:  274

will lose their power and influence within our experientially manifest present and future. In

"point of power is always in the present." Past and future Time Vectors

we have the power to literally shift our present Time Vector alignment into an



present moment of power). Once the remembered and evidential past is incorporated into the

possess the inherent power to create desired manifest experience, this personal power is
always

experience, this personal power is always tempered and directly influenced by the larger
frequency-

Page:  301

positions of political power within the global arena, launching continuing campaigns of
disinformation, historical

Page:  302

rising to covert power in Europe and various other regions, Galactic Federation and the
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races into political power within the Ionian Empire ofltaly, deposing Angelic Human Tribe-S

Page:  333

corrupted into exploitative, power-conquest agendas. Non-terrestrial Master RITs often target
Human and

Page:  335

through which the power of science can be used to enhance and free consciousness

Page:  336

electrical and nuclear power plants, computers, satellites and EM-sonic scalar-pulse
technologies were
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position of covert power had been compromised. Since formation of the Anunnaki Luciferian
Covenant

Page:  339

of the progressive power quest between competing factions of Illuminati hybrids for Earth
Star

religious and economic power throughout our known history from Sumeria, Babylon, Egypt
and Rome,

positions of greatest power and influence behind the global political, religious and economic
infrastructure.
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positions of global power, each serving in administration over large, unsuspecting, amnesiac,
(via

Page:  342



and promises of power-hoarding offered by competing Anunnaki and Drakonian/Reptilian
forces. THE

Page:  343

main East Coast power centers of the US linked to the Zeta-controlled Atlantic

Page:  344

build their underground power bases and "wait and see" whether the Drakonian/ Reptilian

Page:  349

with fluctuations of power between various competing Anunnaki and Drakonian-agenda
factions being covertly
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the range and power of those accessible to Fallen Angelic races. Once brought into

Page:  361

forced out of power in Mghanistan, making way for UIR governance. As the UIR

Page:  364

a strategic "power spot" in relation to conquest of Earth and dominion over

Earth had the power to temporarily seal or "Cap" the Montauk-Phi-Ex/

Page:  371

everything in their power to prevent this event from occurring, or other neighboring Time

Page:  373

in the Atlantian power struggle, and several competing Anunnaki forces motivated their
Leviathan races

Page:  377

race Illuminati Sleepers Power Elite, 19 in plenty of time for dominion during the

Page:  379

SG-2 Main Power Generator Crystal Temple was used by the Thothian Leviathan to

Page:  380

strength and territorial power under remote Fallen Angelic guardianship. Meanwhile, amnesiac
Human and Indigo
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collective, hidden, technological power of the Montauk-Phi-Ex-Faleon and Phoenix wormholes
and



for acquisition of power to prevent pain and create personal pleasure. These are the

or surrendering personal power to an external "God," "ET," "Angel" or

into surrendering their power to something outside of themselves. Once this "outside 382
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source" has your power, compliance with the approval of that source becomes, implicitly, the
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rider given the power to take peace from the Earth and to make men
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were given the power over the 4th part of the Earth13 to kill by

"given the power to take peace from the Earth and make men slay
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"given the power by God" (AKA Jehovian Annu-Elohim and Annunaki) to

"Horsemen"" such power or privilege; the Jehovian Annu-Elohim gave themselves this unholy

Page:  404

to rob personal power and dignity from people. In those times, people did not

Page:  405

beings compete for power with others, as they neither acknowledge nor comprehend the
endless

supply of living power, energy and love that eternally circulates between Source and all

taking our energy/ power to sustain their own finite supply. Once we overcome the

Page:  406

twisted, mentally disturbed, power-hungry Fallen Angelic souls of the Phantom Matrix, the
Emerald
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passage holds the power to draw any portion of the Veca/Ecka/Eckasha/Eckasha-

Page:  4

passage has the power to rapidly heal and restore Shields possessing 33"/o or

integrity and the power to protect from Red Pulse and Black Hole fall Shields

also holds the power to tangibly destroy, through Solar Red Pulse, Shield fragmentation and

Page:  17

Ufe and the Power of Co-Creation at their core. ALL individual manifest beings

Page:  23

Free Will Creation Power and ACCOUNT ABILITY FOR CHOSEN ACTIONS. The Natural Laws of

Page:  24

appUcatlon of Creation Power. Individuals and coDectives chooSing the Path of Opposite
Expression will

Page:  25

Will and Creation Power are eternally balanced. The Path of the Host also includes

of relinquishing personal power to outside sources and serves as a means of covert

victimization through which power, resources, attention, validation etc. can be drained from
others. When

reatity of unHmited power, the lessons of "Opposite Expression• upon the Path of

Page:  51

.. _ "Power Day"" for Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Entry-Level
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progressive grievances of power distribution with UIR Andromie-Necromiton leadership, they
too have entered

Page:  21

not have the power to seize BeaST machine control from the defecting Anunnaki League

Page:  22

a further "power struggle drama" that would serve only to amplify public confusion

Page:  23

of love and power. Indeed, many times we, the Eieyani, and other Christiac races

Page:  24

of knowledge and power that once belonged to Earth races, which was inappropriately used

the Christiac knowledge, power and heritage that has so long been self-denied through

of personal creative power and free will choice, in terms ofT angible Consequence of

of love, creative power and free will choice. Since the 1999 release of the

Page:  25

by projecting your power and accountability onto external sources, blaming and angrily
demanding from

Page:  26

freedom, dignity and power. Assign whatever self-projections you must to us, but please

accountability and the power to heal and free yourselves from your self-imposed victim-

Kindness and Limitless Power. 26

Page:  27

Love and Christiac power management since our First Creation and individuated
manifestation; like us,

Christiac Love and power use upon entry into manifest creation. The contemporary races of

game of personal power mastery that they, like we, once enthusiastically agreed to enter



and appropriate Christiac power mastery, we have reclaimed the Christiac Knowing Innocence
of our

Divine Love and Power, one recognizes that the greatest joy is in the giving,

that the greatest power is in the Being, not in the controlling. There is

Page:  28

presumed power bestowed. We have returned the gift of your ancient Christiac

peacefully reclaim personal power in the present to heal the unfolding drama, then yes,

Source and God-power Within you? What is fearlessness but utterly BEING the Living

Source and God-power Within you? Does the Living God-Source Within you lament

safety and infinite power of manifestation inherent to the God-Source Within. We are

the free will power to actively choose ideas, beliefs, assessments and labels that honor

than deny, the power of the God-Source Within. When free will is used

Page:  29

use the personal power of their conscious mind to choose ideas, assessments and labels

the innate personal power to select and create fearlessness. Where is the LOVE? Many

enlightenment and personal power can be reclaimed by patronizing a "magic genie-God

the innate love, power, responsibility and accountability of the God-Source-Within you. To
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love and limitless power inherent to the God-Source Within you. Beloved peoples of
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that you can power spaceships, and things that can go through portals. This is
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You have the power to move through it peacefully and if you tell yourself,
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wouldn"t have enough power to do that, so they decided they would accelerate the
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down. Twenty-one power stations went completely out. In fact, they are still not
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take out 21 power stations between Canada and Toledo and New Jersey. New Jersey
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you"ve reclaimed your power and got your alignment back, what do you do with

Page:  87

to surrendering your power to someone else. You can be lazy. You don"t have

Page:  94

different kinds of power and that, all based on black hole mechanics. But they
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knock out 21 power centers, or they may not. A lot of people say,
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Why The great power blackout occurred over there. Whatever this is connected into, The
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"THRONE OF POWER" Activating the Density-2 Azurite Crystal and the Amoraea Flame
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Inner Throne of Power (Amoraea Flame Activation Level-1) T15- T16 6 Awakening

Page:  10

by the corrupCpolitical power elite of the times, as so often has happened historically

Page:  12

Inter-dimensional Frequency Power that is needed to access and initiate activation of the
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"THRONE OF POWER" Activating the Density-2 Azurite Crystal and the Amoraea Flame
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bluish-white crystalline power upon contact with atmospheric oxygen;.the pure Celesmaic
Residue bluish-

Residue bluish-white power was frequently referred to as "Chen"choi-E-A"-DU"

the bluish-white power to a whitish-yellow-gray h\.le. The tangible residue

Page:  192

LotE Pillar of Power. The Hehopaths Tubes ~~ ~ Radionic . forming Heliopathic Rays
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"Pillar of Power" Central Etheric Staff & Rod columns; the Til-e-"a

the Pillar of Power into the Etheric & Atomic Ray Currents of the Veca
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LotE Pillar of Power direct Spark Pulse Currents from the Pillar through the "

The Pillar of Power EthericAtomic Currents run the Central Staff interior currents of the
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the Pillar of Power . - · U\..1_.__ Meridian+ & . Radis -

Page:  218



,• Pillars of Power, Matradon Phasing & Radiation Unit Spark Pulse Current Manufacture )
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the Pillar of Power and the Atomic Matter Systems.
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"Pillar of Power" and "Chariot of Fire"; all of which involve reawakening
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"Pillar of Power", "Chariot of Fire" and Ka Centre Activation Crystal Body
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of energy, creation power, consciousness, attention and action that serve to uphold, respect
maintain
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use of CreativeEnergetic Power, the Cal-OR units will initiate reverse spin with the
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PROGRESS TO SUSTAINED POWER·KEY "ON COMMAND" ACTIVATION: (1) KA TI:

Eyes of Ra Power Key- once per week if de:;~ired. (2) KA

Eyes of Ra Power Key- once every 3 days. •!• K-3, Tech"-4A:

to Schedule-3. POWER·KEY "ON COMMAND" RAPID ACCESS (3) KA

3, SCHEDULE- 3: Power Key Sustained Activation •!• K-3, Tech"48: Opening the

Eyes of Ra Power Key- once eVeJY 12 days to maintain activation •.. and

work activities. •!• Power-Key Re-Set Procedure: If the "once-every-12-

every-12-days" Power-Key Maintenance Cycle ls interrupted, having progressed to Kathara 2-

Re-set the Power-Key Activation using the following procedure: }> Run .the
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"Pillar of Power" and ""Tha" Centre Sub-harmonic Activation and Lota Crystal
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te" CLINIC D: POWER-KEY . . _______ .,-·_ z .. .
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Eyes of Ra Power-Keys, Page T53 STANDARD LOTUS TOUCH FINGER POSITIONS ) )

3, Technique-48: Power Key and K·2, Techflique-3, Le-eTOR-A
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Eyes of Ra" Power-Key, page T-52. OPENING THE KATHARA LEVEL-3 LOTUS
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Inner Throne of Power" (Amoraea Flame Activation Level-1) Purpose: To create a

its naturally intended power as co-director and healer of the Sub-conscious forces.

"Throne of Power", the Center Point of the embodied Ecka God-Seed, through

"Throne of Power" directly into the 3-D world now; you ARE the
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this point ofeternal power and love you can heal all, understand all, love all,

Truth, Love and Power. 5. INHALE deeply, drawing Maharic Current up again to the

STORE OF ETERNAL POWER AND LOVE, ANY HEALING THAT YOU MAY REQUIRE". After
mentally

"Throne of Power", sending the gift of love and healing to· all

MY THRONE OF POWER" ..... EXHALE forcefully and FEEL you~ entire body, every atom,

"Throne of Power" back into its home station within the kz.ur·

FEEL the LOVING POWER that lives always now within you. In times of stress,
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"Throne of Power"", within the Azurite Flame, inside of the Azurite Crystal Sphere.
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Umbi, releases the Power of the Eiros Flame within the E-Umbi Point. 13.
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pristine energy and power ... Finally, your focus returns to the Ecka Le-e
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OF RA (Power-Key Technique): Projecting the Le-e TOR-A Caverns Etheric
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Eyes of Ra" Power-Key technique, in preparation for Kathara- 3, Technique- 5 Axiom
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part "B" Power Key can be used alone, and at any time, to
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"Pillar of Power», "Chariot of Fire" and Ka Centre Activation
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"Pillar of Power", "Ka" and "Than Centre and Lota Crystal Body
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D: Proceed to Power-Key Lotus Run Preparation Step "E"
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OPTION TWO Power-Key Lotus Run (Rapid Access) Preparation (Preparation above,

Eyes of Ra" Power-Key has been consistently used once evety 12 days thereafter

Eyes of Ra" Power-Key (to enter Lee TOR-A Flame, activate Ra

Hologram in field); Power-Key Hand Positions: Hold palms in "prayer position" in

of AzurA on Power-Key 1st Inhale breath, then bring hands into the Lotus

(**If the Power-Key 12- day maintenance cycle has not been run consistently,

either re-set Power-Key (see Techniques Schedule #3) 24 hours before

before engaging a Power-Key Lotus Run- OR- use the Primary Lotus Run preparation
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Steps for Primary, Power Key or follow-up Lotus Run before engaging ... Note1:
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Primary -or- Power Key Lotus Run Session; the amplified charge will cause the
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aware stamina and power. 6 Intend, and create, the ability to breathe Lotus from
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Atomic Pillar of Power. Phase- 7: Nadradon Cell Activation; Merging of the Spheres 22.
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for Pillar of Power Activation and Tii-E-"a Breathing ... Observe, that as

for Pillar of Power Activation, release of the Sextant Pin, Rising of the Ethos

Cell, Pillar of Power, Flow. The Feet Chakra" Seed Seals open and Initiate Le-

Etheric Pillar of Power can rise, once the Sextant Pin releases, to reinstate the

of Pillar of Power-Ethos Rising KA-THA-RA Technologies. Until "Ethos-On"/

the Pillar of Power. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series 13 Presented by Adashi
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the Pillar of Power (D-3 Ethos K-1 at D-3 AzurA).)

the Pillar of Power and in to the PCM Seed Atom, pushing the D-
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"Pillar of Power" & Freeing the 24 Lotus Points & Nadradon Cells from
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"Pillar of Power". 15 Now, shift your attention to the Nadra Key Feet

Central Pillar of Power and down into the Nadra Key, coinciding with the Top



"Pillar of Power" and all Lotus Points intensifies and brightens .. . The
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"Pillar of Power". This process of spark-generation and Atmos Current regeneration is
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the Pillar of Power and Ra-don Cell Etheric-Atomic Duct Complex. One 6-

the Pillar of Power and Etheric-Atomic Duct Complex. Nadra Complex Electrical Activation &
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"Pillar of Power" called Photo-sonic & Photo-radeionic Radon Photo-Flame Cells.

"Pillar of Power" sending it back to the Lota via the LolA Points

the Pillar of Power Breathing Tube. As the outgoing Radon Rays empty the Pillar

the Pillar of Power on the Diamond Sun Exhale/ Expansion, the Seals on the

th~ Pillar of Power, open, releasing the stored +ve Pulsa.r Plasma Waves

the Pillar of Power Breathing Tube. The Reu-Sha-TA Spiral transmits the +
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"Pillar of Power" Central Etheric Staff & Rod columns; the Til~·"

the Pillar of Power into the Etheric & Atomic Ray Currents of the Veca
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"Pillar of Power Breathing Tube"- AtomlcEtheric Interface System through which Lotum PLF
Currents
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The Pillars of Power Etheric-Atomic Interface 24 PCM latE "lotus Points" lotus
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Atomic Pillar of Power, outward through the LotE PCM Template Crystal Body Template,
creating

t-- Pillar of Power expands outward from Centre Matradon Cell forming LotE Body "
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the Pillar of Power to create the Etheric-Atomic Currents of the 15lonic Particulate
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LotE Pillar of Power direct Spark Pulse Currents from the Pillar through the "

The Pillar of Power Etheric· Atomic Currents run the Central Staff interior currents
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the Pillar of Power Christlac Merkaba Fields, the "a-Yan-Yun·A"

the Pillar of Power & 24 Lotus points . 12-Dlmentlonat.SlngiQ BI-Veca
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through Pillar of Power Ethos Ascent in PCM LotE Cl Ash;.yana & Azurt:.
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through Pillar of Power Eiros PKA Descent in PCM LotE OAshayna &Azurtmya Deane,
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the Pillar of Power Stage 4B -Ecka-Veca Body Pcm LotP M-T

the PiUar of Power & the Lotus Points direct them through the Density Shields
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Flow, Pillar of Power & Stair-step Vortex Staff of Natural, Eternal Life Manifestation
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LotE Pillar of Power has open circulation of Ethos & Eiros & Lotus Flow
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"Pillar of Power Breathing Tube"- Atomic· Etherlc Interface System through which Lotum
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LotE Pillar of Power direct Spark Pulse Currents from the Pillar through the "

The Pillar of Power Etheric· Atomic Currents rim the Central Staff interior currents
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Pillar ()f Power & Crystal Body Life-Force Production. · · Contract ;;:
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Planetary Pillar of Power. Between the 12th and 13th minute following release of the

the Pillar of Power Breathing Tube began automatic restoration of self-adjustment to the

Field) Pillar of Power Core Anatomy resumed Flow in Earths" Shields via Arc of
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the Pillar of Power Copyright Ashayana and Azartan Deane, Eckr"s, Oct. 2003/ Sep 2004,
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the Pillar of Power and back into the Ecka Lota; as this occurs, the

the Pillar of Power Breathing Tube. 4. Now, slowly begin to Exhale from the
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the Pillar of Power, they release a Ketheric (Etheric-Atomic) Back-flow Radon

the Pillar of Power turning to glowing orbs as they receive their infusion of
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aware stamina and power. 6 Intend, and create, the ability to breathe Lotus from
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"Pillar of Power", Radon Photocell Complex and Etheric Body systems, initiate rapid activation
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"Pillar of Power" and the Monad), and it will take us many years
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of self~serving power quest they felt were promised by accepting the irreversible Metatronic
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Polariari Matrix the power of both your Ecka and ours with which to withstand
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for the potential power of the combined whole that would be achieved through reunion
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the PHJar of Power -!--------- - ------ T T I I CopyrightAshayana and Azartan
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Aiomic Pillar of Power. Phase- 7: Nadradon Cell Activation: fv1eroino of the Spheres 22.
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for Pillar of Power Activation and Til-E- "a Breathing ... Observe, that

for Pillar of Power Activation, release of the Sextant Pin, Rising of the Ethos

Cell, Pillar of Power, Flow. The Feet Chakra" Seed Seals open and Initiate Le-

Etheric Pillar of Power can rise, once the Sextant Pin releases, io reinstate ihe

oi Pillar of Power-Ethos Rising KA-THA-RA Technologies. Until "Ethos-On"/

the Pillar of Power. ·Lf
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the Pillar of Power (D-3 Ethos K-1 at 0-3 AzurA).]

the Pillar of Power and in to the PCM Seed Atom, pushing the 0-
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"Pillar of Power" & Freeing the 24 Lotus Points & Nadradon Cells from
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"Pillar of Power". 15 Now, shift your attention to the Nadra Key Feet

Central Pillar of Power and down into the Nadra Key, coinciding with the Top

"Pillar of Power"" and all Lotus Points intensifies and brightens ... 18 Continue
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"Pillar of Power". This process of spark-generation and Atmos Current regeneration is

thr Pillar of Power and Ra-don Cell EthericAtomic Duct Complex. One 6-Cycle
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the Pillar of Power and Etheric-Atomic Duct Complex. · Nadra Complex Electrical Activation
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the Pillar of Power, they release a Ketheric {Etheric-Atomic) Back-fiow Radon

the Pillar of Power turning to glowing orbs as they receive their infusion of
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the Pillar of Power and back inio llie Ecka Lola; as this occurs, the

the Pillar of Power Breathing Tube. 4. Now, slowly begin to Exhale from the
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the Pillar of Power Copyright Ashayana and .O.za;ian De ane, Eck
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the Pillar of Power . , i , .
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the Pillar of Power/ AdDon-dra Flame at the AzurA and hold the breath
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and Pillar of Power, initiating the activation cycle of your embodied Krystallah and the
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"Pillar of Power"" of multidimensional Etheric-Body anatomy. The "Rain of Rama"
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Eckasha Pillar of Power Ra-Sha-La Breathing Tube "B"- Eckasha Atmic Temp/
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calling upon the power of the symbol and the part of us that is
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a Codes are power toola These are very intense multkhmensional mathematical codings that
speak
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to get the power over our elemental selves atgaln This is the part of
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Fields have the power to restore all Veca codes and Scalar Templates below them
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We use the power of thought to make shifts In our bodres. 1n our
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have the same power In its own way, or creation. If you wanted somethtng

are ussng this power· we are not taught about the power of our

taught about the power of our breath. You can use your breath to jump

• it commands power· you know you are talking to God, you know

we"ll have our power back. Taking pseces of the 15 primary rays • some
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only bnngs 1n power, but also brings in the Presence of your God Self.
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tones), ere the power. The Guardian Alliance wants us to slng this song to
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that "had power beyond what they could create themselves". Aziz mentioned that they
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in and over-power these Masters of the Sahara. Alchahena, the Queen of the
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SCALAR POWER A scalar wave is a multi-dimensional standing wave pattern

form of scalar power. SCALAR ENERGY AND BIO-REGENESIS The patterns of scalar energy
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utilize the inherent power of subtle wave forms to create desired change within the

utilize the inherent power of subtle wave forms to create desired change within the

and symbol possess power as mathematically encoded directors of scalar frequency; the
ultimate effect

of this directed power is the ability to affect the scalar arrangements of the
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to get the power over our elemental selves again. Seurias A Se"Ur is a
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only brings in power, but also brings in the Presence of your God Self.
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are using this power. Most people are not taught about the power of our

taught about the power of our breath. In the Freedom Teachings we learn about

learn about the power of our breath in Kathara Level-4. We"re getting our

we"ll have our power back. The Magic Words of Co-creation are where we

use the "power of sound" of the voice, to an extent that could

eloquence, it commands power. You are talking to God, you know you are co-
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calling upon the power of the symbol and the part of you that is
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tones), are the power. The Guardian Alliance wants us to sing this song to
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fmther amplify one"s power to interact with the manifestation template. Bio-regenesis
technology uses
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the Pillar of Power of multidimensional Etheric-Body anatomy. The Rain of Rama Psonn

you have the power to do exactly what you need. One of the worst
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are giving their power away to here. If you were god, would you be

need to play power games with other people, and that applies to gods and
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your Pillar of Power. We started teaching the Pillar of Power it was the

the Pillar of Power it was the beginning of how to begin to work

has a core power to it. So, when we use sound tones, it"s like
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the Pillar of Power but a mirror image in the Etheric level. So, where

the Pillar of power they are another part of your anatomy just as your
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the Pillar of Power connects to the Ethos Flame centres, the Etheric currents, the
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afraid There is power in Responsibility. If you want the power, you need to

you want the power, you need to take the Responsibility. LOCKING ONTO YOUR FUTURE
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the act joy, power, love-and what we will get in return is going
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in our Christiac power and awareness. Gossiping and rumor mongering not only lowers your
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hiding your missing power from yourself. Every time you blame you empower the other
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of personal creative power and free will choice, in terms of Tangible Consequence of

of love, creative power and free will choice. The human mind is an energy

form of scalar power. The patterns of scalar energy frequency that thought projects into
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you take the power of God and you take a small part of that

it has that power, but the power still runs, it can be a very

power, but the power still runs, it can be a very dangerous thing. That"s
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limitless and has power all over the place. Nothing is impossible. Maybe it won"t
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Look at the power of manifestation I have, look at this, etc" Nobody did

This is pure power ... power given to you by Source ... power you

pure power ... power given to you by Source ... power you have a

by Source ... power you have a right to use. Source is such a

you get this power back, and you"re having a bad day, you can really

pillar has its power, and you are giving your body and your mind and

body back this power. Don"t be afraid to do that Think to yourself "
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a sudden the power was all ours again? There would be training about how
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We have the power to change this. We must now choose to accept the

have so much power that I could abuse anybody and not realize it Some

people block their power right there. "I"m afraid to have my power back.

to have my power back. Somewhere I know I"m a creator and I was

you had the power to create These are the things you need to do
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not using your power to force your manifestation It"s not surrendering your power completely

not surrendering your power completely to some other force and hope it manifests it
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you have the power right here right now to create that at every moment,
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the innate love, power, responsibility and accountability of the God-Source-Within us. To
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the free will power to actively choose ideas, beliefs, assessments and labels that honor

than deny, the power of the GodSource Within. When free will is used to

use the personal power of their conscious mind to choose ideas, assessments and labels
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enormity of the power of the already fallen races, and was then used to
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more potential and power is available to us than we ever realized we have.
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more potential and power is available to us than we ever realized we have.
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action and your power to run energy, frequency, in your bodyby the In-breath
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worked by sucking power out of the planetary grids by ripping holes in them.
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disproportionate degree of power in our hologram (what we resist persists, and if
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sovereignty and Divine Power that is the birthright of everything in creation. In our

fully into our power as self-sovereign beings and to allow others to do
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use the personal power of their conscious mind to choose ideas, assessments and labels
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Position of Divine Power, you can go into the world seeking those to whom

fully embrace the power and knowing of our Eternal Selves . ... . There
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to get your power back. You are powerless, and, therefore, all those people you

to have enough power even to help yourself! If you put YOU first, because
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the Throne of Power, the Center Point of the embodied Ecka God-Seed, through

point of Eternal Power and Love you can heal all, understand all, and co-
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You have the power to move through it peacefully and if you tell yourself,
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to us, our power and relationship and love that we have through Source, or
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internal conflicts and power struggle issues and intentional application of kindness and
mindfulness. Tough

the form of POWER STRUGGLE with others. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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but hold your power and not be walked on. The human race tried to
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you want your power back or do you want to keep giving it to

you want your power back and you want to be able to begin making
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stay in our power ... and we will focus our energy not on what



is where your power is. Bring it home. The power is yours. The power

it home. The power is yours. The power comes partially from recognizing that it

is yours. The power comes partially from recognizing that it is your responsibility to

to take that power and to say: "Either I am going to give

Here take my power ... run me around by the nose," because that 1.

you want your power back, you simply say: "I will own my hologram
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"hand my power over to you; then I feel safe." We try to

within your own power and you will do that by progressively learning, first of

do with your power? Is it telling you to worship something "outside ,"

That is a power play. So these are the things we need to have

doing with your power .... One of the intrinsic things is Love, and the

They know the power of words. They know that words give electro-magnetic commands

Page:  49

ll find those power struggle relationships happening .... Love is actually being able to



Page:  51

enlightenment and personal power can be reclaimed by patronizing a "magic genie-God

the innate love, power, responsibility and accountability of the GodSource-Within you. To
those
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You have the power within to "unbother yourself," to restore joy, without violating

them of their power to create joy. Am I "dumping my stuff" on
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to reclaim your power to create joy. Am I acting responsibly or am I
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favor. MCRC Synocratic Power Structure MCRC Svnocracv Document All individuals are
perceived as being

the Wisdom, Love, Power and Expression of the Common Universal Christos Intention, as the

form of Christiac power delegation that produces the most joyful expression of co-creation

beings. The loving power delegation of a Synocracy emerges when each individual, regardless
of

solicit attentions, resources, power, approval or love from others, as personal validation,
unconditional love,

validation, unconditional love, power, implied belonging and the unconditional valuing of self
and all

Page:  57

herein that the power, beauty and practicality of Synocracy reside: a collective of peoples

Inner Christos approach: power delegation through loving, mutually supportive cooperation
and co-creation. They

compete" to take power from each other, as each knows the power, feels the

each knows the power, feels the Loving Presence and trusts the wisdom of the

Page:  59

TRUST- Knowing the Power and Love of the ALL-ONE-ness. 7. ACCOUNTABILITY- Being
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they had the power to reawaken, to heal it and then, only then if
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. ... The power comes from recognizing that it is your respons ibility to

to take that power and to say: "Either that, or I am going

Here take my power ... run me around by the nose," because that!§



you want your power back, you simply say: "I will own my hologram
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Source and God-power within you? What is fearlessness but utterly BEING the Living

Source and God-power Within you? You owe yourselves a more joyous, empowered
experience,
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You have the power of all of the Allahs and Buddhas or whatever they
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we use our power of Sound to create healing and to accelerate evolution. For
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Inner Throne of Power"". • DfJ2/5DVD: The Dance for Life: Sarasota 2002. DFL-

2002. MCRC Synocratic Power Structure Document MM/6DVD: The Mechanics of
Manifestation 2001 Open
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knowledge and personal power by which they could reclaim directional control over their
personal
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harness has the power to directly affect the function of Earth"s geomagnetic field, through
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The Pillar of Power and the Nadradon Awakening recorded in Belize, August 2004
........................................................................................................................
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it has the power to override distortions in the density blueprints. Finally, the outermost

Page:  37

the Pillar of Power that Ecka Base Shield; each Density & Dimension thus generates

The Pillar of Power is where Spark-Pulse Currents are manufactured or generated via

Page:  38

Central Pillar of Power. These Heliopath tubes light up and form Heliopathic Rays called

Page:  40

The Pillar of Power and the Nadradon Awakening recorded in Belize, August 2004. This

of interdimensional frequency power that is needed to access and initiate activation of the

Page:  48

The Pillar of Power and the Nadradon Awakening (Introduction to Kathara Level 4).
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FIRST Pillar of Power which itself is formed by the "6 pops" at

the Pillar of Power was involved as early as this in the Creation sequence

the Pillar of Power that we know of in Kathara Level-3/4? This
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to Pillar of Power off and disappear and leave Earth hanging there. And if

Page:  48

or Pillars of Power. Page48of 151

Page:  49

or Pillars of Power expansions. The last three were formed by the little bang

Page:  50

first Pillar of Power phase pulse. So, on the PartEkE template, it had those

the Pillar of Power. That contracted. Those spheres sparked. And the inner part of

Page:  64

the Pillar of Power on the EckashaAah body. The Pillar of Power is also

The Pillar of Power is also known as the Rod and the Staff. It

It is the power generator of the outer domains. And it is the spark

the Pillar of Power that corresponds with the outer domains. The first part of

Page:  65

first Pillar of Power, six cracks which gave you the center, six pops, that

the Pillar of Power on the PartEkE template level, and the little bang, which

first Pillar of Power pulses, where it contracts and expands again and creates the

the ASKO crystal power orbs. These are the power orbs that are the power

These are the power orbs that are the power generator orbs that are capable

that are the power generator orbs that are capable of making full spark generation

Page:  119

"Pillar of Power " and disappeared. This is how they do that. They

Page:  134

just have the power of one Eckasha, which would be one Krystal Spiral stream.



will have the power of three of those, which would be the Krystal River
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& Pillar of Power Stage 2: PartEkei Body (1st Pillar of Power Pulse)

1st Pillar of Power Pulse) 15 "Rings" Gel Spheres & ASK- 0 &

orbs - crystal power orbs Stage 3: (1st ASK- 0 conception pulse) PartEKei
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DURA "The power of my Burning Passion " or Desire (will) (
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the Pillar of Power are part ofthe structure ofthe 4 Vecas plus the 2
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the Pillar of Power. (b) The E-Luman-ata Grids, which we phase

the Pillar of Power. (d) The Adon and Edon Grids, which we phase
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to do, what power it actually has-and forgets the fact that that race

Page:  6

use my personal power right here right now in this life to start choosing

Page:  31

were abusing the power, their natural power of electromagnetic energies in their own
matrices

power, their natural power of electromagnetic energies in their own matrices in the first
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a lot more power, actually, than what a wormhole can. Wormholes and black hole

Page:  48

will have unlimited power, because these are, this is the nature of Source and

little concepts of power mis-managements that we"re so used to being a part

Page:  75

amount of quantum-power of 3 Partiki-all right, the electrical power of 3

right, the electrical power of 3 Partiki. When we get to what happens next,

which is the power of 3 Partiki or 360 Ek times 3, all right.

to be the power of 3 Partiki, with 1J3rd power of 1 Partiki in

Partiki, with 1J3rd power of 1 Partiki in front of creation point door and

or 3 Partiki power-1J3rd manifest, positive manifest; 2/3rds in what is called

Page:  76

means 1 Partiki power all right, times 360 Ek, and it"s positive charge ...

have 2 Partiki power on the Spirit side and it"s 2 times the 360

it has the power of 3 Partiki, all right. So,# 2, it"s times 2

you had the power of 3 Partiki ... or, 1 Cousha ... now, it"s



now, it"s the power of 2 Cousha. So, 2 Cousha or 3 Partiki is

Partiki is the power of 6 Partiki, all right, that"s a quantum of 6

of 6 Partiki power. This one has 2/3rds manifest and 1/3rd Spirit

means 4 Partiki power would be moving forward and you"d have Partiki power of

you"d have Partiki power of 1J3rd of 6, which is 2 ... 2 Partiki

... 2 Partiki power, pulling back. So, you"d have a quantum of 4 thrust
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numbers ... all power to you ... you can have fun with this stuff,

rep, which means power of 3 Partiki times 3, they"ve a quantum of 9

Page:  79

you have the power of 3 Partiki, the original Cousha quantum, 1/2 of

rep, has Partiki power of 3 times 5 equals quantum of 15. Quantum of
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ok, of Partiki power of 3 times 6 equals quantum of 18. 1J3rd of

equals 15 Partiki power pulling back as Spirit and 1 J3rd, which is 3

is 3 Partiki power pushing forward all right. So, this one has most of

goes, 3 Partiki power, positive manifest Partiki equals 21 Partiki manifest, 15 Partiki power

manifest, 15 Partiki power Spirit Partiki equals 105 Partiki power in Spirit, total quantum

equals 105 Partiki power in Spirit, total quantum of 126 Partiki power. This is

of 126 Partiki power. This is called the Heart of God. It is what

Page:  133

or pillars of power, where there is another set of these phase cells, form,

for Pillars of Power, where there"s phase cells that form out. Now, if you

Page:  134

three Partiki, a power ofthree Partiki, it takes that and doubles it, so the

is actually a power of six Partiki. But, at the same time, it gives

Page:  148

"Pillar of Power" Par-TE"-KEi Spark Current Generation In those Base Shields,

the Pillars of Power of the Eukatharista Body Structure that we talked about in

about Pillar of Power in there, I think, and in other workshops. This is

Page:  167



is 24 Partiki power ... 24 X 2 is 48. Then we have a

is 144 Partiki power, so just so you know what those numbers refer to

the Pillar of Power breathing and stuff. But where did they come from? This

Page:  170

the 3-Partiki power of the T auren reached ... they do their Phase

that 3-Partiki power comes back as the lauren plus a times-2 lauren

Page:  174

with 33t Partiki power; one is EirA energy with 11 f Partiki power. EirA

11 f Partiki power. EirA energy is a negative electrical charge; ManA energy has

has 33t Partiki power, and you subtract this amount from it, the same amount
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put momentum or power behind the movement so that we actually get the Rasha

Page:  253

still have the power to consciously direct energy enough in a way that we

Page:  290

machine. What the power of the machine was meant to do, is they wanted

these, get enough power sucked from the Allurean Chambers, under the artificial reversed
currents,
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most of the power, because it"s actually a triangle grid and I"ve actually seen

Page:  309

do have the power, and now you have the support on this planet-and

Page:  313

am in my power". You don"t need to make a statement like that if

are in your power. You just feel it. And you can radiate it from
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journey using the power amplification characteristic of a "group Shield" and rendered in

Page:  20

of 1.6667 Partiki power per exchange, which is known as the "Gha-fa

Page:  28

reclaim our "power and presence" within the greater scheme of the Divine, and

Page:  29

energized by the power of Earth"s Host Star, Urtha-3), would allow a portion

Page:  38

Sala Rise, the Power of Urtha-Sala Heal, and the Wisdom of Urtha-Sala

Page:  46

that reduced the power of Threshold to 1 f3 What they are trying to

Spiral of the power of 3 Eckasha"s. That has the ability to overrun Threshold

Page:  51

will have enough power in its fields the 1/3 Threshold to begin the

Page:  63

have that whole power at our own disposal. "Figure out what to do

that kind of power, but we are going to be given co-creative access

Pillar and our Power and just, I don"t have it memorized yet either, so

Page:  64

that kind of power handed back to us, there is a lot we all

Page:  75

have actually the power to assist the Beloveds in anchoring what can stop that



Page:  81

your Pillar of Power, that is down below your feet They want you to

Page:  94

will have a power with you that you didn"t come in with once you

it needed the power of more bodies than one in order to be able

Page:  105

because of the power of amplification is, it will clear those attachments. So if

Page:  123

innocence in the power that you represent Allow yourself a couple of more minutes

Page:  142

Sala Rise, the Power of Urtha-Sala Heal, and the Wisdom of Urtha-Sala

Page:  152

everything in their power to protect you. Sometimes you will go through periods where

Page:  153

2/3 of power of the falling Threshold grids have been turned back around

Page:  158

only about the power of the frequencies that these Threshold grids-now that they

Page:  168

complete competition for power instead of cooperation. And they entered into this
experiment. They

Page:  178

getting so much power in being able to go directly after Threshold. We went

Page:  196

it brings in power and they really don"t think about it too much usually.

Page:  211

Sala Rise, the Power of Urtha-Sala Heal, and the Wisdom of Urtha-Sala

Page:  216

so literally the power of everybody here assists ... you assist each other with

other with the power that each of you bring. And the group collective has



has much more power to bring in enough frequency-The Krystal River frequency-to
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innocence in the power that you represent Allow yourself a couple of more minutes

Page:  264

a position of power, they created a Time-Rip Technology that allowed them to

Page:  273

Track 2] ... power the Krist, and that they"re going to assimilate this matrix

have the absolute power to do so, no matter what anybody tells them. When

Page:  275

stand in their power. You don"t have to strike another, but you have every
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ALL of our Power lies. If we look at something, be we on the

recognize how much power you actually do really have. It"s a lot. You have

You have the power to create misery or the power to create joy at

misery or the power to create joy at any moment. Now, when we get

playing with that power on both sides. If we can remember our empowerment comes
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been using to power ... they linked from their Matrix into the Threshold apparatus

Page:  314

six Pillars of Power, this takes us into the templates that eventually end up

the Pillar of Power. When we were looking at the EckaNeca body systems and
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the Pillars of Power-each one of these has a little Kathara grid set-

the Pillar of Power that phases. Now, if we took this into the things

the Pillar of Power that is behind the Pillar of Power structure That is

the Pillar of Power structure That is what happens after you have a Starborn

Page:  325

six Pillars of Power. These six Pillars of Power make the next layer out

six Pillars of Power make the next layer out I didn"t have time to

the Pillar of Power when we were looking at, on the Eckasha level, how
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which is a power position. The Spanner-? connected directly from Earth into the planetary

Page:  355

not in a power struggle with you. We don"t think that we"re any better

Page:  358

a lot of power. If you can get yourself back to those spaces, you

Page:  364

some of the power plays that distort people spiritually, where they get into the

you give your power to them. So, embrace the smallness in your life If

Page:  375

that is the power key to the psonn. Alright, so that power key opens

Alright, so that power key opens the flows that we"ve been working with since

Page:  398

that is the power of 3 Eckashas, alright Meaning, we have our little Ecka-

Page:  403

to make the power of 3 Eckashas, ok that was the first thing that
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Sala Rise, the Power of Urtha-Sala Heal, and the Wisdom of Urtha-Sala

Page:  431

of consciousness and power from, you know, between those levels. The Aquious Matrix is

Page:  438

and use their power, turn it around and use it to create enough torque

enough torque or power, twist power to pull them all, both our Matrix and

or power, twist power to pull them all, both our Matrix and the Wesa

Page:  439

stand" in the power of the Krist And they were given permission to allow

Page:  446

and its secret power was that it could be plugged into the Metatronic technology

Page:  462



pops- Pillars of Power, when we talked about in K2-3 the Pillar of

the Pillar of Power and the phasing of the Light Balls structures- it gives

these Pillars of Power these little cells start to phase and spark together and

Page:  463

the Pillar of Power and a Krystallah Core. Now this goes through its cycles

its Pillar of Power phasing alright- that set of spheres that was running vertically

Page:  486

their Pillar of Power, these are power generator cells, were formed by the 6

Power, these are power generator cells, were formed by the 6 POPS (popping

Page:  488

the Pillar of Power that was of the Par-TE"-KEi template. Right. That

That Pillar of Power generator cells came in, all sparked and went boom and

Page:  491

the Pillar of Power that is the quark generating machine. Alright, it takes the

outer Pillar of Power. This generates the spark pulse currents that The MCEO Freedom

Page:  498

else held your power. And only if you kissed up to a priest or

the Pillar of Power that would run through those and your phase chambers. And

Page:  514

need to generate power for something for healing, you can work with your own

Page:  547

1st Pillar of Power Pulse (gel) II Lifeborn Cycle STAGE-2 The ParTE"KEi

& ORON) crystal Power ORBS 1st Pillar of Power phase-pulse t 1. Contraction

1st Pillar of Power phase-pulse t 1. Contraction -r- + ·ro"~>
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They have more power there. It"s more concentrated. It"s larger frequency. It will allow

stand in their power. They simply bring in more of the Kristiac power in

of the Kristiac power in order to hold the right of the Krist to

Page:  13

try to take power off them. They create what is called Ankh Power. These

is called Ankh Power. These are the Ankhs that were used in the Egyptian

Page:  27

Sala Rise, the Power of Urtha-Sala Heal, and the Wisdom of Urtha-Sala

Page:  52

to get our power. We have been getting it through there. Without understanding light

Page:  54

first Pillar of Power, which are phase sets, where they contract into the center,

Page:  69

how much Partiki power is in the outer domains, compared to how much is

Page:  75

we have the power with running the Krystal River currents on the Aqualene Sun

Page:  76

we have the power to do that There"s also going to be things they"re

Page:  83

still holding the power. The advisors are there just to inform the president on

Page:  95

to have that power. That"s not going to happen. But what they"re doing is



Page:  108

a lot of power. So then, ah, what"s going to happen next is simply

Page:  114

goes to the power of 3 (laughs), so you have ... we"ll transmit

Page:  121

get our manifestation power back. And the reason why we"ve been cut off from

Page:  122

into "OM Power," and where that translates into Joule Power, all right So

translates into Joule Power, all right So we"re talking about "joules," those things

Page:  123

give us the power to be able to go do a very quick visit

Page:  125

Krystals, allowing the Power to come from the AdorA side from the AdonA Krystal

we have the power with the Activation Levels of the Aquafereion Shield and a

we"ve had the power to transmute most of it But, there will be some

Page:  128

equal to the power, the thrusting outward power, of one OM of "el

the thrusting outward power, of one OM of "el ec tri city" right.

Page:  130

out how much power is held in a unit, ok. There"s gonna be a

outward force of power of 4 Partikl, ok. And you have a pulling-back-

is its Partikl Power? All right, if one Partikl is a Quantum of360 Ec,

Page:  131

one OM of Power of 3 and a 1/3 Partikl. So you have

you have the Power of 3. The Quantum of the Eiron that pops through

1/3 the power of a Partikl. So if you take the power of

you take the power of one Partikl, which is 360, divide it by 3,

you"ll get the power of the stored quantum of the Eiron, all right. So

replication. It"s the power of 3 Partikl ... now the center stuff didn"t replicate,

the 3 Partikl Power did. So the power of 3 Partikl times 1 =

did. So the power of 3 Partikl times 1 = 3 Partikl Power, right?



= 3 Partikl Power, right? Part of this is on the outside of Creation

Page:  132

it has the power of 3, all right, so the power of3, that determines

right, so the power of3, that determines the size, right? But you have one

have 1 Partikl"s Power on the outside and 2 on the inside. This forms

2 replica ... power of 3 Partikl times 2 = 6 Partikl. And this

means you have Power of 6 Partikl, 4 Partikl outside the Creation Point Door

will be a Power ... it will be the Power of 6 Partikl, right

will be the Power of 6 Partikl, right Tell uric Matter Units would have

would have the Power of 6 Partikl, and it would have 2/3 of

3 of that Power on the manifest side and 1/3 of that Power

3 of that Power in Spirit Again, they interact with each other, pulls in

would be the Power of 3. 3 and a little bit of that one

which means the Power of 3 Partikl, which was the original quantum times 2,

gives you the Power of 6 Partikl. .. 2/3 of it are outside

4 times 4, Power of 3 Partikl times 4 = 12 Partikl. This one
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times 4 replication, Power of 3 Partikl times 4 = 12 Partikl. You have

replica ... its Power, replica 5 is times 5 ... Power of 3 times

times 5 ... Power of 3 times 5 ok. That would give you the

give you the Power of 15, and this is done half and haiL 1/

have 7.5 Partikl Power in manifestation and 7.5 Partikl Power in Spirit. And notice,

and 7.5 Partikl Power in Spirit. And notice, the Spirit Body"s growing all righL

here ... its Power of 3 Partikl times 6 = 18 ok, Partikl Power.

18 ok, Partikl Power. It has 3, Power of 3 Partikl, in Manifestation and

It has 3, Power of 3 Partikl, in Manifestation and the Power of 15

Manifestation and the Power of 15 Partikl behind it Ah ... this is where

It is the Power of 3 Partikl, but remember we had 3 ... 1

1 mean the Power of 3 Partikl times 7 but done in this way.

and 15 Partikl Power on the other side ... well it basically does a

Manifest side ... Power of, righLand a Power of 15 Partikl Spirit times 7,

of, righLand a Power of 15 Partikl Spirit times 7, which is 105 Partikl

is 105 Partikl Power, on the Spirit Side. Now they form this Structure that



12, Track 4) Power in the center and the 15 behind it and it

Page:  144

like 2, yeah, Power of6 2/3 out and 1/3 back, something like

Page:  150

there. With the power of the LaVa that we will pick up, the Love

Page:  151

to have the power in the atomic body to open the Eiron Point within
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will use the power of the LaVa that we were given, with the guidance
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also, because the power of the LaVa, we can pass through the structures of
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one of the power teams because of what you guys had moving here when

Page:  178

has full Kristiac power which are the Aquareion Matrix. So this is the Krystal

Page:  188

they have the power -the Krystal Heart Passages- have the power to override

Passages- have the power to override this and blow it out basically because they

could use the power of our Spanner-? to activate the centre Big Ankh that

Page:  189

A week without power for example out here, it would make lot of people
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Beloveds have enough power to hold the activated Ankh so it can"t be taken

will actually give power to assisting in the natural organic Kristiac pattern. So there
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Sala Rise, the Power of Urtha-Sala Heal, and the Wisdom of Urtha-Sala

Page:  238

33 1/3 power of Partiki all right, and a basetone key that has

2/3rd Partiki power, that"s the ManA carrier and the EirA carrier. These go



33 1/3rd power- it"s the power of how many Partiki is how to

power- it"s the power of how many Partiki is how to look at it,

1/3rd Partiki power, OK? And this one would have base 11 2/3rd

2/3rd Partiki power. And that together is a harmonic key with its overtone
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of how much power each of these types of different currents have, so when
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about is the power of how many Partiki are you carrying in your field

Page:  241

it had the power of three Partiki. We"re not going to count the PartikE

to 6 Partiki. Power of3 Partiki to power of6 Partiki and it expanded from

of3 Partiki to power of6 Partiki and it expanded from this size to this

measure in the power of how many Partiki it carries and each Partiki, which

That has the power of 48 Partiki and it gets bigger, right? Come down
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of Pillar of Power yet So they are the 4 Sheath Body comes out

Page:  265

first Pillar of Power that is photo-generator units, like a photo-generating machine.

Page:  266

those Pillars of Power Phase and again we"re getting bigger. These are still expanding

the Pillar of Power creates what are called the "Auras" of the Light
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them as "power codes" for, you know, photos of them, for people to

Page:  271

first of all, Power of how many Partikl, right. Then, what type of energy

Page:  282

expressed in the power of how many Partiki, and that would mean that could

basically have the power of 1-2-3 Partiki and 1/3rd of a

Page:  283

which means the power of 3 Partiki which is one Cousha times one equals



one equals the power of 3 Partiki is its quantum, so that it would

would have the power of 3. Now of that quantum of 3, 1/3rd

example was, the power of3 Partiki times 1 equals three Partiki, that"s its quantum.

which is the power of one Partiki in manifestation and 2/3rds of it,

which is the power of 2 Partiki in Spirit. Now, to get the differential

Partiki times one, power of three Partiki as its quantum and one third of
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4. It is power of three Partiki times 4 equals quantum of 12 so

3 Partiki, the power of one Cousha times 5 equals quantum of 15. Quantum

of 7.5 Partiki power out in manifestation, and 7.5 Partiki power in. This is

and 7.5 Partiki power in. This is an equilibrium unit where you have equal

Page:  285

have three Partiki, power of three Partiki, which is one Cousha times 6, gives

and 3, the power of 15 Partiki in Spirit, and 3, the power of

and 3, the power of 3 Partiki in manifestation Now, it gets really weird,

and 15 Partiki power in Spirit. So, you would get 3 times- on the

Spirit and the power of three manifest, but it creates what are called the

Page:  293

is a major power journey, and I will understand more about it by the

Page:  295

chamber has enough power, that it will allow not only these 12 spans down

to have enough power and stability, where each one of them can activate their

Page:  297

calling on that power, by the power of that A Sha- da is a

power, by the power of that A Sha- da is a personal journey to

This is the power line, as I called iL LA- TO Bien ah"- HE

Page:  298

that is the power chamber. There"s something in this, they even haven"t told me

Page:  321

healing and manifestation power, as well as very accelerated slide potential of the physical

Page:  341



1/3 Partikl power base-that"s an energy that has 331/3 Partikl power

331/3 Partikl power as it"s base energy-splits and becomes Mana, with 21

Page:  350

or Pillars of Power. Now these 6 layers pulse and interact with each other,

a Pillar of Power, of light cells that phase up and down and it
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the Pillars of Power. This is showing more about the Rasha Body structure or
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expressed in the power of x many Partikl because Partikl have a specific quantum
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an abuse of power and you can"t do that with Kristiac Elemental Commands, they

always have the power to override the other eventually. If you"re somewhere and there"s

tap into that power, and you may not be able to stop the earthquake
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your original Kristiac power back because original Kristiac beings were not frightened, there
was

Page:  367

the Pillar of Power. Ages ago in the England workshop we introduced the basics

the Pillar of Power structures, where you have the Ethos down below your feet

Page:  368

those Pillars of Power phase and generate quantum and they pop out and they
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of 3 Partikl power. There is also stuff that happens at the Core that

Cousha has the power of3 Partikl and that becomes the quantum that goes through

right, 3 PKI power, the power of 3 Partikl which would be 360 Ek

PKI power, the power of 3 Partikl which would be 360 Ek times 3,
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it"s the Partikl power of 3 which is the quantum of the Cousha times

1 is Partikl power of 3. So the first rep has Partikl power 3.

rep has Partikl power 3. However 1 f3 of its quantum is Manifest and

quantum of3 Partikl power. 1!3 Manifest which means quantum of 1 Partikl power



of 1 Partikl power positive in Manifestation and 2 Partikl power in Spirit So

and 2 Partikl power in Spirit So this, you can translate that if you

would be the power of manifest thrust, going out, turning around and then pushing

Page:  388

1 replication, Partikl power of 3, one manifest and two pulling back. That gives

you have Partikl power of 3 times 2, 2 times 3 is 6, has

of 6 Partikl power with 2!3 of it Manifest and 1!3 of

of 6 Partikl power, 2/3 Manifest means 4 Partikl power Manifest, 2 Partikl

means 4 Partikl power Manifest, 2 Partikl power in Spirit, and that is positive

Manifest, 2 Partikl power in Spirit, and that is positive 4 minus negative 2

You have Partikl power of 3 times 3 equals 9. This one has 3/

has 9 Partikl power, 3/3 Manifest and 0 in Spirit Which is, it"s

in Spirit Partikl power and that gives us a positive 4 G-force Next

times 5, Partikl power 3 times 5 equals quantum 15, 1/2 Manifest and
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times 6, Partikl power 3 times 6 equals 18 quantum 1/3 Manifest 2/

is 3 Partikl power positive manifest Partikl equals 21, alright This is this times

equals 21 Partikl power Manifest, 15 Partikl power in Spirit from 6 times 7,

Manifest, 15 Partikl power in Spirit from 6 times 7, equals 105 Partikl power

equals 105 Partikl power in Spirit, total quantum of 126 Partikl power. They call

of 126 Partikl power. They call this one the Heart of God, the first

the Pillar of Power type things where they are phase sets, where they are

Page:  430

that has the power, those two together, that have the power to purge the

that have the power to purge the initial Yin-Yang mutation from the core

Page:  520

and Pillar of Power & Krystallah Core Stage-2: Par TE"KEi Body (1st

1st Pillar of Power pulse) 15 "Rings" gel spheres, 15 "Spans" crystal

ASK-0 crystal Power Orbs, and the E-Ta-Ur Core Stage-3: (
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gave it enough power to do hyperspace evac leaps and Parallel Earth- literally the

Page:  13

to put your power on outside of yourself, which is not what the Kristiac

Page:  28

little one third power "stuck-gates" that would go with the natural lotus

every aspect of power mismanagement, come here. Right? This is why. Because here, if

would be enough power generated and it"s not just that one, there"s a set

Page:  35

have 1/3-power arcs left in the Milky Way that can accept the

Page:  53

call it? "Power Boost Configuration"- we"re going to use the 24-point star

Page:  58

1 is the power point here. Number 2 would be the point that was

Page:  64

you know, amp power and then do the things that you did, you know,

Page:  77

holds the highest power. Thirteen is the anchor gate that allows these systems to

Page:  84

is where our Power Grid is. In this area you have Cuba and Haiti.

know, our main Power Site, the Krysts Grid Power Site. And there is a

the Krysts Grid Power Site. And there is a reason why it"s the most
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15 is the Power Gate Base for the first Adjugate Site, which is Adjugate-



draws its core power through this gate that can be accessed directly here. This

Page:  96

it runs, its power source, it runs off of the Ruta-15 Gate in
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these are the Power Gates on the Planet, they are the Interface Power Gates.

are the Interface Power Gates. We have the Adjugate, the Alon-7 which is

it runs, its power is run off of Urta-14, which is somewhere off

Page:  99

stuff-their little power machines with their strange moving, spiraling things that are supposed

Site runs its power through. So that"s what we were dealing with there. Next
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well great, more power to you. I"m sure they"ll find a way to manifest
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the Pillar of Power which is intense. But what they wanted us to see
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be literally a power struggle in the grids for a bit, but if we

Page:  128

Earth, using the power of the Wesadek Matrix combined with the Bourgha. And so

Kitts. That"s the power house. That is the battery. That is one, that is
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where the battery power comes from and that is the St Kitts area, and
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These are the power bases that will allow enough frequency to come in from
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that had the power, because we had the knowledge, and our Beloveds had the

Beloveds had the power to be able to at least hold off everything they
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wanLyou put your power where you feel, it"s worth it But feel out the

Page:  166



run on the power of Shala 13, AquAelle" Interface, directly with its Universal Adjugate

Page:  201

to have enough power in our shield and have the Median Earth level at

not be enough power in the Aquafereion Shield or in the Earth Shield, the

Page:  202

re-directing of power in order to have this work well. But we"ve got
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hold more Electrical Power than I can because I"ve got Magnetic Codes. If I

Page:  245

the body more power and it also prepares for, takes you into Stage 2

Page:  267

each have the power of3, ok. So that"s the same as having 3 in
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and not in power over anything, just in union with everything. And as God,

Page:  10

that have more power, more of the full codes of whatever matrix it is

be the primary power holders and probably most of the people in this room

Page:  23

surrendering their personal power to the false security of "angelic" and "ascended

Page:  24

handing your personal power and responsibility for your evolution over to some force outside

can achieve such power to create literal "soul rape" of humans is that
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the beauty, eloquence, power and love characteristic of the Founders" Lyran-Sirian Emerald
Covenant
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Charity, Creativity and Power ... Be washed way by the Current of Divine Light
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La "The power of my Burning Passion" 7. Sa- Neu- en "The
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& absolute manifestation Power" ... (and) Ho- en- sa "absolutely stated I

Page:  3

"By the power of my Will to" "become fully engaged, "Eternal
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are all Partiki power. I mean, these were measured in quantum, like how much

how much Partiki power it has, and that goes back to the Eye of

how much Partiki power it has, even in terms of Oms and Urs and

Page:  58

we use to power everything. It also helps to ... this one is also

Page:  62

literally, use that power, reverse its spin, to make the NETS begin to spin,

Page:  65

have been the power gates here because of the Milky Way alignment back to

Page:  88

t of their power pulled away from them into the Bloom of Doom structures.

not have enough power to phase, or to spark, to become alive again and

Page:  99

the Pillar of Power and bringing the Ethos up, well the Ethos is here,

Page:  114

f positive Partiki power, right, of the power of that many Partiki, right. Then

right, of the power of that many Partiki, right. Then you would have, that"s

Page:  115

that creates 45 power ManU with the zero charge. That is called the Mu

gives us enough power to get in, you know, individuals. It"s harder if you"re

amplifies your own power temporarily, long enough to get in there. Once you"ve got

Page:  128

Take one more power breath-Inhale and then push them into the E-Umbi.



a lot of power in these. My hands are still tingling just from demonstrating
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into a continual power struggle. The natural "for every action, there is an
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personal "Spiritual Power Amp Singing "L TR-GR/fY) PSI-INTERACTIVE Session-

Page:  9

the Grail, the Power of "Song", the "6 Directions" and the Treaty

Page:  13

together. This "power word" will represent, and include within itself, the "entirety

". The "power word" will become the "Desire Encrypted Spark" that will

Page:  14

carrying the "power-word", occurs when the "bottom feet collide". 17. EXHALE

Page:  23

implement "THE POWER OF" Spin-Speed Escalation Progression by mentally using the Verbal

Command of" THE POWER OF 1, THE POWER OF 2, etc., up to THE

OF 1, THE POWER OF 2, etc., up to THE POWER OF 12", employing

up to THE POWER OF 12", employing this Affirmation-Command in the following manner:

words "THE POWER OF..", as you send the "top point" of your

Page:  24

Escalation "THE POWER OF ... #" Verbal Affirmation-Command for each of the

and "THE POWER OF" .. , then INHALE-up-left- and the "#"}

Page:  25

Command "THE POWER OF 12", then rapidly INHALE again while extending Palms to

Page:  26

Command "THE POWER OF 12", then rapidly INHALE again while extending Palms to

Page:  27

Command "THE POWER OF 12", then rapidly INHALE again while extending Palms to



Page:  34

the embodied health, power and eternal childlike joy radiate through bones and muscles. As

Page:  42

Command "THE POWER OF 12", then rapidly INHALE again while extending Palms to

Page:  45

Command "THE POWER OF 12" and the D-3 TE"a-Wha Radial Body

Page:  47

giving the Mental POWER-Command "Jhan-TU" Et-eur" Deu- A"", then rapidly
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instantaneously invoke the power and activation-levels of ALL other past MCEO Techniques
you
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session to "Power Amp", or in two Y2 -hour sessions at different

workout to "Power Amp", OR can still be done at different times. To

progress to "Power Amp", eventually combining the two Y2- hour "Target Zone"

2-Hour "Power AMP Session", done whatever time of day your schedule allows,
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... Your ... power is everything we see ... Great Spirit. .. around ...
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into 1/3 power. This means that even though the whole planet cannot Slide
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RA"-yas of Power and the 12 "upper" Ah-LEi"-yas of Momentum;
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was a main power link into the Net Earth Watchtower in Florida , and
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RA"-yas of Power, 12-Ah-LE"i-yas of Momentum and the Ah-VE"-

structure. New "Power-Tool" Psi-Interactive Techniques of the Sliders-3 Workshop include

Page:  4

and generate quantum power within the Axiatonal and Meridian Lines and Uni-genetic
Underlay,

Ah-RA"-yas Power Amp Practicum for quantum amplification of embodied energy ftows in

Page:  17

session to "Power Amp", or in two l2 -hour sessions at different

workout to "Power Amp", OR can still be done at different times. To

progress to "Power Amp", eventually combining the two l2 -hour Target Zone"

2-Hour "Power AMP Session", done whatever time of day your schedule allows,
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your Kristic personal power." (Speaker 3, 15 May 2006) "In preparing for

constantly behind the power curve. We bring in more frequency and feel the expansion,

Page:  2

to exercise the power of choice . .. and then act. This can be

We use the Power of Choice to either move towards a state of negative

Page:  3

Trust- Knowing the Power and Love of the ALL-ONE-ness. Accountability- Being in

you that your power lies outside of yourself. At any given moment, you can

Page:  4

placing their personal power and responsibility for manifestation onto externalized sources.
Only you have

you have the power to "upset yourself." Regardless of what others say or

thing has the power to upset you unless you give this power away. Self-

you give this power away. Self-Containment comes when one recognizes that the direction

consciously use the power of affirmative attitude, remedial word choice and direct energy
redirection

have the intrinsic power to help our subconscious Shadow to evolve through loving but

Position of Divine Power, you can go into the world seeking those to whom

Page:  6

of your personal power within the life creation game. SAY THANK YOU to the

Page:  7

is controlling our power. We are just giving a knee jerk reaction to whatever

Page:  10

by projecting our power and Accountability onto external sources, blaming and angrily
demanding from



Page:  11

lies the true power and the gift that the question brings. It is not

Divine Love and Power, one recognizes that the greatest joy is in the giving,

that the greatest power is in the Being, not in the controlling." (Ma"a,

AM Divine Love, Power, Wisdom and Knowledge! I AM This I AM! Violation of

own templates . Power of Thought "The Angelic Mind looks at things differently:

Page:  12

you get this power back and you are having a bad day, you can

Page:  13

not have that power [of conscious manifestation] because it [your template] has

give it the power. You take it back and say, "You need healing."

safety and infinite power of manifestation inherent to the God-Source Within. (Ma"a

Page:  15

Christos, and approach power delegation through loving, mutually supportive cooperation and
co-creation. We

compete" to take power from each other, as each knows the power, feels the

each knows the power, feels the Loving Presence and trusts the wisdom of the

herein that the power, beauty and practicality of Synchronicity reside. Need for Opinions The

Page:  16

to take your power. If you see this dynamic happening in your relationships you

you have the power to move frequency into whatever it is you are having

a lot of power; it is with us all the time. But we have

Page:  17

the innate love, power, responsibility and accountability of the God-Source-Within us. "

Page:  24

to have the power. It was a bow, kind of like a simultaneous (

I have the power that you have given me and I will use it

Page:  26

"There is power in Responsibility. If you want the power, you need to

you want the power, you need to take the Responsibility." (Speaker 1, Greece

Try using the Power of your Kristos to call back your energy if you

Statements: By the Power of my own Kristos, I AM Invincible! By the Power



Invincible! By the Power of my own Kristos, I now send back to their

Should you give power to the illusion of coincidence, you diminish your own personal

your own personal power. If you miss the The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series

Page:  27

your own personal power. If you attribute those little aches and pains to illusion

diminish your personal power. There is nothing so powerful as when someone takes full

their hologram. True power is a very humbling experience." (Speaker 3) BOTTOM LINE:

2003) Reclaiming Your Power "Becoming the director of your personal energetic power and

your personal energetic power and the path of evolution your consciousness will follow, is

promise. Reclaim your power as co-creators within the universal scheme and use it

victim-hood. Your power lies in the choices you make each moment, in the

Page:  28

you have the power to do this. You are not going to hurt anybody.

You have the power to not be hurt. Ever hear of the boomerang technique?

limitless and has power all over the place. Nothing is impossible. Maybe it will

have so much power that you could abuse anybody and not realize it. Some

people block their power right there. "I am afraid to have my power

to have my power back. Somewhere I know I am a creator and I

Page:  29

you have the power to create. These are the things you need to do

I Know the Power and Love of the All-ONE-ness. I AM an

God and my power is limitless. I AM This I AM! ACCOUNTABILITY "We

Page:  30

of personal creative power and free will choice, in terms of Tangible Consequence of

of love, creative power and free will choice." (Ma"a, Mashara, Reion the Eieyani

form of scalar power. The patterns of scalar energy frequency that thought projects into

Page:  31

you want your power back? If you do not want to keep giving your

keep giving your power away, and you want your power back and to be

you want your power back and to be able to begin making changes in

you want your power back, you simply say, "I will own my hologram

Page:  32



the free will power to actively choose ideas, beliefs, assessments and labels that honor

than deny, the power of the God-Source Within." (Open Letter from Ma"a

Page:  34

Source and God-power within you? What is fearlessness but utterly BEING the Living

Source and God-power within you? Does the Living God-Source Within you lament

Page:  35

safety and infinite power of manifestation inherent to the God-Source-Within." "You

the free will power to choose whether to honor and recognize or to deny

to deny the power of the God-Source-Within. When free will is used

use the personal power of their conscious mind to choose ideas, assessments and labels

the innate personal power to select and create Fearlessness." "The Fallen Ones can

Love and limitless power inherent to the God-Source within you. Both Christiac and

Page:  36

or deny, the power of the God-Source-Within? LTR Statements: I AM loved,

and recognize the power of my God-Source-Within now! Learning Attitude "Beings

use the Personal Power of their Conscious Mind to choose ideas, assessments and labels

99% of the power they have, the U IR, the ones that do astral

to grab your power and make you feel scared, realize you have the power

you have the power in you, your own Christos Self that is connected to

ground. holding your power and realizing you have: a) the ability; and b), all

Page:  37

there with the power to take your power away. If you fully hold your

to take your power away. If you fully hold your power and do not

fully hold your power and do not give it away, and you learn the

to bring that power back, you have nothing at all to be afraid of.
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Source and God-power within You. Fear is denying the Living God-Source and

Source and God-power within you. Something to Ponder: Read the Affirmations of Divine

the act joy, power, love-and what we will get in return is going

Page:  39

You have the power to change what is here. You are not supposed to



Page:  40

I Am a Power-full Being! Engaged Detachment and Purging "We can choose

to use the power of intention with the hologram: "I AM PEACE." This

Page:  45

You have the power within to "unbother yourself," to restore joy, without violating

them of their power to create joy. Am I "dumping my stuff" on

to reclaim your power to create joy. Am I acting responsibly or am I

Page:  46

"There is Power in Responsibility. If you want the power, you need to

you want the power, you need to take the Responsibility." (Speaker 2, Allentown

Page:  48

not understand the power of these teachings. These teachings are called the Freedom
Teachings

gestalt. Talk about power! But those powerful unions need to start from two spaces
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You have the power with your conscious mind to begin to change that process.

Page:  50

the free will power to actively choose ideas, beliefs, assessments and labels that honor

than deny, the power of the God-Source Within. The experience of fear or

love and limitless power inherent to the God-SourceWithin you. The difference between the

Page:  51

the innate love, power, responsibility and accountability of the God-Source-Within us."" (

Page:  54

they had the power to reawaken and to heal it. Only then, if they

that center of power that was always the human condition. That is when we

Page:  58

Love, Wisdom and Power that is MINE ... to express now AS this moment,

Page:  59

games; use your Power of Choice NOT to engage any longer. L TR Statements:

Page:  60



Peace, Joy, and Power." (Speaker 1, Millennium Round-up Expose, 1999) "In

Page:  61

not fear its power, we can likewise learn to modulate our consciousness and vibration/

use our personal power to heal our personal and collective Shadows.31 As long

us for our power, but once embraced by the Light the Shadow evolves to

Page:  62

this wonderful Divine Power available to me now, what could I do? Where could

Page:  64

You have the power to move through it peacefully. Start telling yourself that now
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stay in our power if we realize this is part of a shared hologram

is where your power is. Bring it home ... the power is yours. The

home ... the power is yours. The power is in recognizing it is your

is yours. The power is in recognizing it is your responsibility to take that

to take that power and use it consciously. You can either use it to

Here take my power ... run me around by the nose." You are giving

my relationship to power? LTR Statements: I AM a power-full Being! I AM

I AM a power-full Being! I AM This I AM! The Ball was

Page:  67

standing in our power (which is considerable), and JUST SAY NO!" (Speaker

you want your power back, you simply say, "I will own my hologram

free with Love. Power of Choice "It matters not what our choices were

we have the power to take a step closer to our heroic probability, or

Page:  68

will diminish our power. Another victim-like stance we can take is by saying

The point of power is in the now moment. We are always just one

have reclaimed their power, and that can only be done by owning your own

I reclaim my power now! I AM the Power of the Now Moment! I

I AM the Power of the Now Moment! I AM always in my Kristic

Page:  69

in our Christiac power and awareness." (Speaker 2, 18 Jan 04) "This



in my Kristiac Power and Awareness. I AM This I AM! Valuing All "

Page:  73

with my personal power: discover and embrace it within myself or surrender it elsewhere

own inner spiritual power and wisdom, or are they seducing me to believe that

follow an external power source to save me? 13. If I believe this thing,

Page:  75

never underestimate the power of a good laugh to heal a whole lot of

Page:  76

now, knowledge is power. If you can stop the bus for a few moments,

Divine Love and Power, one recognizes that the greatest joy is in the giving,

that the greatest power is in the Being, not in the controlling. You owe

Page:  77

Divine Love and Power. I AM This I AM! Aware Being Aware. Awake, and

focus is personal power - its accumulation, its use, and its effects. That implicitly

of how personal power currently is used, how that affects accumulation of more, how

that additional accumulated power is consciously used, and how that further accumulates and
so

Page:  78

a position of power holding, and thus judgment borne in the (superior) guise

play out their power- less-ness programs, in order perhaps, that we might all

any of this power? How are you going to demonstrate to your friends in

Page:  79

you will find power-struggle relationships happening. But you are missing so much in
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AM! Owning Your Power "If we are going to be spiritual beings, it

you own your power." (Speaker 1, Kauai) "When we move into spirituality,

to hand their power over. A lot of the people who are doing this

to handing your power over, which is, "I can be lazy. I do

Page:  81

to owning your power. (Speaker 1, Kauai) "You are in a stage

Page:  82



You have the power to dis-create it and create something better. What are

I AM a power-full Being. I AM This I AM! Self-Leadership "

to feel the Power to achieve it. And that is the rub ... because

Bermuda 2002) "Power, or more accurately, power-less-ness, is the core issue

or more accurately, power-less-ness, is the core issue shared by all humans.

Page:  83

distinct from The power to be, implicit in At-One-Ment! Within self-discovery

into your true power? This week take "baby" steps in your journey to

do with your power? Is it telling you to worship something outside? If it

that is a power play. So these are things we not only need to

Page:  84

into having that Power, we can have the True Power and the Presence and

have the True Power and the Presence and the Love with us, because it

step into true power, we release the need for power. Needs are likely to

the need for power. Needs are likely to foster failure. Failure fosters blaming anybody

to comprehend the power that is always ours. When you discover your Self, and

into your own power. No one can do it for you. You must discover
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r-Kq Codes; Power Phase Codes, Tones & Pulse-Codes (18 pages) The

ofTrhU"-ah (Power Phase Trlptec Master-Key Codes) Tan-Trl Wheel of Freedom

Violet-fire) ELF Power-Phose Code -The YU"-mo"-to ZhU" Triptec Round

1: Ananda ELF Power-Phose Code -The YU"-mo"-to ZhU" Triptec •
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Aqualene- Ether) ELF Power-Phose Code-The Auh-Tro"-lhU Triptec (Round 5

Body Activat ion: Power Phase Triptec Codes Round 1 & 2 Activation, Rounds 3

2 TrhU"ah Elemental Power Phase Triptec Codes, and Induction-Init iation of the Round

4 TrhU"ah Elemental Power Phase Triptec Codes. (Below techniques engaged from painting "
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_via Triptec Power Phase Master-Key Code Activation" inherent to Eff-im-a"-
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Codes. The Triptec Power Phase Master-Key Codes allow the 3-Fiows of each
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of the Triptec Power Phase Master-Key Codes. The Triptec Power Phase Master-Key

Codes. The Triptec Power Phase Master-Key Codes allow the 3-Fiows of each

Activation via Triptec Power Phase Master-Key Code Activation" inherent to Eff-im-a"-
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Freedom" Simultaneous Triptec Power-Phase Awakening After this "1"1 Cracking" the "

of Freedom Triptec Power-Phase Awakening), *"Flashing Release" of the K.O. Seals,

Through the Triptec Power-Phase Awakening, the S Rounds ofTrhU"-ah Flows Accretion &
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ah (ELF Power Phase Codes) TrhU"-ah Body Activation: TrhU"-ah Elemental Flows
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Waters" Core-Sun Power-Phase Currents of the Internal Creation Core Sun to which

Waters Silver Seed Power-Phase Krystic Frequencies, are THE most powerful "Accelerator
Seats",

powerful "Healing Power Centers" on the Planet. Once fully activated, the 8 Primary
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Waters" Core-Sun Power-Phase Currents of the Internal Creation Core Sun to which

Waters Silver Seed Power-Phase Krystic Frequencies, are THE most powerful "Accelerator
Seats",

powerful "Healing Power Centers" on the Planet. Once fully activated, the 8 Primary
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Ta Code Sequence Power-Phase Sequence: Virtues Triptec 4-2-12 Eternal Nature- Love-
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KHY Code Sequence Power-Phase Sequence: Virtues Triptec 10-8-6 Intimacy-Power (

8-6 Intimacy-Power (creative)-Prosperity Primary Flows: A"yhea-1 +Attributes: -

VlO Intimacy- V8 Power- V6 +Attributes: Prosperity- -R Imprints/Implants AD9
MindfulnessJudgmentalism
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Da Code Sequence Power-Phase Sequence: Virtues Triptec 7-5-3 Communication-
Community- Integrity
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Rha Code Sequence Power-Phase Sequence: Virtues Triptec 1-11-9 Effective Action- Passion-
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Flows: 3 Arieas Power-Phase Sequence: Virtues Triptec 15-14-13 Strength- Bravery-
Enlightenment
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Lull Force field) Power-Phase Codes simultaneously activate the 3 Primary TrhU"ah Elemental
Flows

and engagement. ELF Power-Phase Codes are Triptec Key Codes, composed of a set

of 3 sequential Power-Phase Geomantic Encryption Templates. The first code of the Triptec

a corresponding ELF Power-Phase Triptec Master-Key Code Set through which corresponding
aspects
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Lull Force field) Power-Phase Codes simultaneously activate the 3 Primary TrhU"ah Elemental
Flows

and engagement. ELF Power-Phase Codes are Triptec Key Codes, composed of a set

of 3 sequential Power-Phase Geomantic Encryption Templates. The first code of the Triptec

a corresponding ELF Power-Phase Triptec Master-Key Code Set through which corresponding
aspects
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1: Ananda ELF Power-Phase Code -The YU"-ma"-ta ZhU" Triptec The

ma"-ta ZhU" Power-Phase Pulse Code: POI-2-12-5-2 VIrtue Trlptec:

12 Below Feet Power-Phase Qualities: Virtue-4 Eternal Nature, Virtue-2 Love, Virtue-

& Codependence ELF Power-Phase Codes are Triptec Key Codes, composed of a set

of 3 sequential Power-Phase Geomantic Encryption Templat es. 1st Trip tec Panah-KHY

Lull Force field) Power-Phose Codes simultaneously activate the 3 Primary TrhU"ah Elemental
Flows
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1: Ananda ELF Power-Phase Code-The YU"-ma"-ta ZhU" Triptec The Round-

Riding Wave") Key Power-Phase Pulse Code: PC4-2-12-5-2 Keylontic"M Discourses
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2: A"yhea ELF Power-Phase Code -The Hon"-ah TU-Es"-Ta Triptec

TU-Es"-Ta Power-Phase Pulse Code: PCl0-8-6-4-3 Virtue Triptec:

3"d Eye Power-Phase Qualities: Virtue-10 Intimacy, Virtue-8 Power, Virtue-6

Intimacy, Virtue-8 Power, Virtue-6 Prosperity Nobilities: VT-10 Endearment, VT-8
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& Poverty ELF Power-Phase Codes are Triptec Key Codes, composed of a set

of 3 sequential Power-Phase Geomantic Encryption Templates. 1st Triptec Panah-KHY Access
Key

Lull Force field) Power-Phase Codes simultaneously activate the 3 Primary TrhU"ah Elemental
Flows
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2: A"yhea ELF Power-Phase Code-Hon"ah TU-Es"-Ta Triptec The Round-2
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2: A"yhea ELF Power-Phase Code -Hon"ah TU-Es"-Ta Triptec The Round-
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2: A"yhea ELF Power-Phase Code-Hon"ah TU-Es"-Ta Triptec The Round-2

Riding Wave") Key Power-Phase Pulse Code: PC 10-8-6-4-3 Keylontic"¥
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3: Yana ELF Power-Phase Code -The Wha-SA"-yah Triptec The Round-

Wha-SA"-yah Power-Phase Pulse Code: PC7-5-3-3-5 Virtue Triptec:
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of 3 sequential Power-Phase Geomantic Encryption Templates. P1 Triptec Panah-KHY Access
Key

Lull Force field) Power-Phase Cades simultaneously activate the 3 Primary TrhU"ah Elemental
Flaws
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3: Vana ELF Power-Phase Code- Wha-SA"-yah Triptec The Round-3 Quanta
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3: Yana ELF Power-Phase Code-Wha-SA"-yah Triptec The Round-3 Quanta

Riding Wave") Key Power-Phase Pulse Code: PC 7-5-3-3-5 Keylontic"u
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4: A"sha ELF Power-Phase Code -The E"ta-yhan"-A Triptec The Round-

E"ta-yhan"-A Power-Phase Pulse Code: PC 1-11-9-2-4 Virtue

Base of Skull Power-Phase Qualities: Virtue-1 Effective Action, Virtue-11 Passion, Virtue-

& Discrimination ELF Power-Phase Codes are Triptec Key Codes, composed of a set

of 3 sequential Power-Phase Geomantic Encryption Templates. 1st Triptec Panah-KHY Access
Key

Lull Force field) Power-Phase Codes simultaneously activate the 3 Primary TrhU"ah Elemental
Flaws
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4: A"sha ELF Power-Phase Code- E"t-yhan"-A Triptec The Round-4 Quanta
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4: A"sha ELF Power-Phase Code-E"t-yhan"-A Triptec The Round-4 Quanta
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4: A"sha ELF Power-Phase Code- E"t-yhan"-A Triptec The Round-4 Quanta

Riding Wave") Key Power-Phase Pulse Code: PC 1-11-9-2-4 Keylontic""
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S: Ariea ELF Power-Phase Code -The Auh-Tra"-JhU Triptec The Round-

Auh-Tra"-JhU Power-Phase Pulse Code: PC 15-14-13-1-8 Virtue

13 Earth Core) Power-Phase Qualities: Virtue-15 Strength, Virtue-14 Bravery, Virtue-13

& Ignorance ELF Power-Phase Codes are Triptec Key Codes, composed of a set

of 3 sequential Power-Phase Geomimtic Encryption Templates. 1$1 Triptec Panah-KHY
Access

Lull Force field) Power-Phase Codes simultaneously activate the 3 Primary TrhU"oh Elemental
Flows
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of the Triptec Power Phase Master-Key Codes The Triptec Power Phase Master-Key

Codes The Triptec Power Phase Master-Key Codes allow the 3-Fiows of each

Activation via Triptec Power Phase Master-Key Code Activation" inherent to Eff-im-a"-
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Freedom" Simultaneous Triptec Power-Phase Awakening After this "1st Cracking" the "Shell

of Freedom Triptec Power-Phase Awakening), *"Flashing Release" of the K.O. Seals,

Through the Triptec Power-Phase Awakening, the 5 Rou nds ofTrhU"-ah Flows Accretion
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Freedom" Simultaneous Triptec Power-Phase Awakening After this "1st Cracking" the "Shell

of Freedom Triptec Power-Phase Awakening}, * "Flashing Release" of the K. 0

Through the Triptec Power-Phase Awakening, the 5 Rounds of TrhU"-ah Flows Accretion
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own " Frrquency Power Point" periods. There will be many opponunltlts to engage, and

or "Frtq11ency Power Point" periods to amplify Eorthcync- efforts, as Earth"s Krystoi-Rivl!

The wPEAK-Point• Power period of a cycle or sub-cyde occurs when a

Timt"-Wavrs are Power periods because during this time the Incoming TrhU"-ah Plasma
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·Poiflt .. Power period of a cycle or sub-cycle occurs when a

"LULL-Point" Power periods of a cycle or wb-cycle .ll"e the

the most powerful Power periods in a C"f"(le or sub-cycle, becaus.e
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and corrupt human power elite. the teachings of e\·ery traditional religious belief
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the artificially sustained power within a maximum period of several hours to achievt ooe
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·owns the power", the use:r does not. We are all capable of
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·e the power to do exactly what you nttd. One of the worst
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internal energy of power struggle out into expression within lhe marufest arena. the e\-
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into surrendering their power to something outside of themselves. (See: False New Age

ret-" bas your power, compliancf" "itb tbf" appro,·al of tbal sourcf"
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have the innate power to o\·enide and reprogram our responses by effective
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~and God-Power wathw you? What tS ~but utterly BEDIG the Li\-

Source and God-Power ";thin you? (Ma"a and Mashara ofEIWJanl Ecka Council)
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ba\-e the power to •·scramble" selected human brain panerru. thereby blocking
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Inter-dimensional Frequency Power that is needed to access and initiate acti.,.-ation of
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internal energy of power struggle out into expression within the manifest arena. the
evolutionary
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·e the power to restore all Veca codes and Scalar Template ~low
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and feanng the power of your emohons will not promote beahng. Your first responsibility
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for acquisition of power to pre\·enr pain and creare personal pleasure. ]

surrendn"ing th6r power to something outside of themselves. (See: New Age Movemrnt)

sourct"" has your power, compliance uitb tbt appron l of that sout·cto

religious and economic power througbout our known history from Sumeria, Babylon, Egypt
and Rome.
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st for world power aod are in the back of our o fficial govemmmts.

their pursuit of power and domination. They cooperate with the Zt-ta.s and
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be afraid of power. and to fear your ability to handle it wisely. You

access to greater power and knowledge. And you are taught to negate, fear, devaluate.

separation, segregation and power struggle? • Does it allow you to lo,·e
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and compete for power or for energy. Thus, when we talk about Kri!itos,
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e::~~ Pillar of Power Introductory Sequence August 2009 - KeytontK: DICbonaty - Page L-
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due to the power ofioterdimeosional freedom and conscioui manifestation that could be
obtained through
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often surrenders pttsonal power and the responstbihty for conS«(uences o\!er

for acquisition of power to prevent pain and cre.a1e personal pleasure. These are

surrendering pnson.al power to an external "God,"ET." "Angel" or "

into surrendering their power to something outside ofthemseh-es. OD(t" this "outsidt
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reduces its~, or power contained within its particles. The maner forms \\ithin such
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Personal 01"\-"Ule Power in doing so. The Angelic HUIIWl Race was created as

much thrust or power as at tra\-els through the astral plane. Theuf~. pbyStcal
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with my personal power, disco\-er and nnbrace 11 within mysel( or surrender it

own inner sptntual power and w1sdom. or :;are they srducing me to be.

follow an external power source to u\·e me?" 13) "If I
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of narural Christiac power delepllon in relationship to co-operab\~ group cruti\·e

tbe Wisdom., Love, Power and Expresston of the Coounon Uninrsal Christos Iutentton. as the

form of Christiac power delepaioo thai produces tbt- most JOYful expression of cocreatton
among

willingness to~ tts power of f ree Will Cb01ce in ways that do not

understand that the power of f ree Will. if it is to remam free.
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years ago 1M Power-~oen~r Crystals cktp tmdergro\Wd m Alania (a

s" mu~ of power from Tan"s planetary core Tlus aeated a clwn reaction of
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thought as the power of creabon of scalar standmg-wa\·e grids. we

to apply that power effecb\"ely in regeneration of our Kathan Holompluc Trppbtc (
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ues were nususmg power and approached tbe Lwwasn ofMu and mterbred with them re-
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above have the power to restore all \ ·tea codt>s and Scalar
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to disown personal power, to deny your perceptions and to ~tu31ly distract yourself

who bad the power to bold your divinity for you. All purposely alter~d
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you }"Our power lies outside of yo~Lf. At any moment you can



placing their personal power and responsibility for manifestation onto externalized sources.
Only you have

you have the power to "~t yourself"; regardless of what others say or

thing has the power to Upsc!t you unless you give this power away.

you give this power away. ~lf containment comes when one recognizes that the
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consciously use the power of affirmative attirude, remedial word choice and direct energy-re-

e the intrinslc power to help our subconscious shadow to e,·oh-e

Position of Divine Power, you can go into the world seeking those too whom
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